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Welcome to the 2011-2012 Annual Report of the Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship (BUUF). The report
this year is a departure from previous years which were mainly narrative. This year’s report contains a picture of
the state of the Fellowship, how it is organized and makes decisions, and the exciting and illuminating results of
the Fellowship-wide discernment and visioning exercise reported group by group in the form of Vision and
Mission statements.
A glance at the following Table of Contents shows that this report is organized in three major parts. The first is
comprise of the reports from the BUUF Minister, BUUF Director of Religious Exploration, and President of the
BUUF Board of Directors, the second gives a comprehensive picture of the state of the Fellowship; and the third
the vision, mission and activities of BUUF committees and ministries. All together they form a picture of our
vibrant and active Fellowship that can inform both people who are new to the fellowship as well as longtime
members.
Heartfelt thanks are due to contributors to the report and the groups that engaged in the reflective and thoughtful
discussions that lead to the vision and mission statements included in this report.
We hope you find this report as interesting to read as it was for us to create,

The Board of Directors and Staff of the Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
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Minister’s Report
Contact information
BUUF Minister: Rev. Elizabeth L. Greene
Minister e-mail: uurev@pobox.com

In Memoriam
Al Fridenstine

Wedding
Cees Hoefnagels and Julie Rieman

Prologue
This year, the BUUF Board has taken the excellent step of asking for annual reports to be submitted in a certain
format: Vision Statement, Mission Statement, Goals for 2012-2013, Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-2012.
This allows each group to share significantly with the congregation, not to mention nudging each to greater clarity
in what they are about and how what they do fits with their envisioning.
I have found doing my annual report in this format to be a real challenge, and also useful, once I wrapped my
head around it. The primary issue, for me, is that ministers have few “deliverables,” or measurable goals and
objectives. To paraphrase Blanche DuBois, “I always depend on the kindness of other people working in the
church.” Most of what a minister does is in collaboration with the many other workers in the church, offering
opinions, sometimes influencing, occasionally expressing strong leadership on a given issue, mediating,
comforting, exhorting, afflicting, listening, translating between groups and individuals.
Having said that, here is BUUF’s first Minister’s Annual Report in approximately the format the Board has
requested.

Vision Statement
In collaboration with all other church leaders, I lead, guide, and inspire a growing, vibrant and diverse
congregation, which is committed to:
•

spiritual depth,

•

healthy relationships,

•

intellectual exploration, and

•

a more just and compassionate world

Mission Statement
To fulfill the vision, I:
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1. Take primary responsibility for high-quality, fulfilling worship services, working closely with the music
director (Carrie Bastian) and the Worship Committee.
2. Take major responsibility for attending to the joys, sorrows, passages, and concerns of congregation
individuals, working closely with staff, the Congregational Care Team and others.
3. Collaborate and communicate with Board, Program Ministry Council, certain committees and working
groups, to encourage organizational stability, respectful relationships, efficient work, and a joyful sense of
mission. This year, a focus on ministerial transition has been gradually developing, since I will retire in
June, 2013.
4. Hire, evaluate and terminate paid staff, in collaboration with the Personnel Committee, the Music
Committee, the Religious Education Committee, and knowledgeable individuals.
5. Serve as the “face of the congregation” in the wider community, speaking out for love, fairness,
embracing of differences, support of the poor and disadvantaged, and such justice issues as the
congregation has taken a stand on.
6. Provide an ongoing, perceptive overview of the “state of the church,” responding and communicating
appropriately. (Letting relevant groups know of concerns and accolades; talking with individuals;
preaching on timely matters; meeting with groups; occasionally just starting something, myself)
7. Contribute to the health of UUism in general, communicating what I know and encouraging our
congregation to look beyond our geographical UU area.
8. Maintain regular spiritual and non-church recreational practices.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
1) Work with the staff, Board, Program Ministry Council,
Committee on Ministry and all other relevant
groups/persons, to ensure the most constructive final
(25th) year possible, of my ministry here.
2) Take responsibility as point person to engage Dr. Scott
Smith, professional researcher (and BUUF member) to
assist the Worship Committee and me in creating,
administering and interpreting a comprehensive survey
on worship in our congregation. [He has already said
yes.]

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
(Statements in italics below each statement describe accomplishments and activities this year)
1. Take primary responsibility for high-quality, fulfilling worship services, working closely with the music
director (Carrie Bastian) and the Worship Committee.
5
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•

I have preached/shared/conducted 30 services

•

The Worship Committee and I work energetically and joyfully together all the time to create and
maintain excellent worship all year long.

•

The Worship Committee has broadened the embodiment of its vision, to sponsor interfaith worshipservice evenings in our church.

2. Take major responsibility for attending to the joys, sorrows, passages, and concerns of congregation
individuals, working closely with staff, the Congregational Care Team and others.
•

About 75, or 28% of my scheduled meetings were about people’s pastoral issues.

•

Who knows how many unscheduled meetings there were, as something arose that needed attention.

•

The Congregational Care Team and I have been struggling all year to come to consensus about its
scope and duties and have made excellent progress.

3. Collaborate and communicate with Board, Program Ministry Council, certain committees and working
groups, to encourage organizational stability, respectful relationships, efficient work, and a joyful sense of
mission. This year, a focus on ministerial transition has been gradually developing, since I will retire in
June, 2013.
•

About 93, or 35% of my scheduled meetings were with ongoing committees or the Board, or subgroups meeting to work on specific issues.

•

The Committee on Ministry and I have spent hours discussing how to address the various spiritual,
emotional and psychological aspects of a major ministerial transition. There are plans for the
coming year.

4. Hire, evaluate and terminate paid staff, in collaboration with the Personnel Committee, the Music
Committee, the Religious Education Committee, and knowledgeable individuals.
•

In a well-planned process devised by the Personnel Committee, the Director of Religious Education
(Emmie Schlobohm), Program Specialist (Nancy Harms) and me, we hired Ed Davis to be our Office
Manager.

•

The in-house staff (excluding Carrie, who teaches during the day) meets weekly to communicate
about what is going on in each bailiwick, concerns, joys, etc.

5. Serve as the “face of the congregation” in the wider community, speaking out for love, fairness,
embracing of differences, support of the poor and disadvantaged, and such justice issues as the
congregation has taken a stand on.
•

I attended the Interfaith Sanctuary Housing Services luncheon, at which our church received an
award for faithful service.

•

At the Thanksgiving Eve interfaith service in St. John’s Cathedral, I delivered the sermon.
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•

At the annual Hymns of Thanksgiving celebration, I delivered the opening prayer.

•

I serve on the board of the Idaho Friends of Jung, a group with whom our church is in official
partnership.

•

Another local minister and I have spearheaded the most recent incarnation of interfaithism in our
larger community, bringing interfaith services and retreats to our church.

•

The Anne Frank Human Rights Education Center has asked me to be a panelist on the subject of
compassion. (June)

•

I write a regular religion column for the Idaho Statesman.

6. Provide an ongoing, perceptive overview of the “state of the church,” responding and communicating
appropriately. (Letting relevant groups know of concerns and accolades; talking with individuals;
preaching on timely matters; meeting with groups; occasionally just starting something, myself)
•

Perceiving a need for more age diversity in our congregation (read: we’re on the old side, as a
group), I am working with a growing young adult group that appears willing to participate creatively
in our church life.

•

I have helped plan, and participated in, mediated conversations about difficult issues.

•

I spend uncounted hours listening to “sides,” encouraging communication, offering suggestions,
facilitating informal meetings, when disagreements head toward escalation.

•

An ad hoc group and I planned festivities for celebrating our congregation’s 50th anniversary, in a
second Saturday program and a Sunday worship service.

•

Three sermons this year have been on the subject of right relationship. (“Listen, Listen”; “Bridging
the Gaps—Getting Over Ourselves”; “Namaste: Honoring the Light Within.”)

7. Contribute to the health of UU-ism in general, communicating what I know and encouraging our
congregation to look beyond our geographical UU area.
•

I have served on the Unitarian Universalist Association Board, the national body that governs our
denomination, for 7 years (one year to go). I have learned more about governance than I even knew
could be learned, and have relentlessly brought back information and insights about it. I believe that
has contributed to the current and recently-past boards of our church moving so definitively and
creatively toward good, differentiated governance practices.

•

As a result of being the UUA trustee, I attend many PNWD Board meetings.

•

Continuing education programs at District UU Ministers’ Association meetings give me many ideas
to take home.

•

I preached on immigration, a major subject of the Justice General Assembly in June, 2012, hoping
that several people would attend. (Two besides me are going.)
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•

I feel the lack of congregational awareness of the larger UUA.

8. Maintain regular spiritual and non-church recreational practices.
•

Regular meditation and yoga; singing in Boise Philharmonic Master Chorale; several good friends
who are not associated with church; Dream Group

Epilogue
The minister can’t refrain from homiletic commentary. Since I don’t think it will be said in any other reports,
given their factual and aspirational nature, I will say it: This has been a good year, and leadership at all levels has
worked diligently and productively toward better systems, better relationships, more outreach into the community,
and more mature and effective ways of doing the “business” of religion. Last year was hard, and this one is so
much better. I am grateful.
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Director of Religious Exploration for Children and Youth
Contact information
BUUF Director of Religious Exploration: Emmie Schlobohm
DRE email: dre@boiseuu.org

Vision Statement
The vision of the Director of Religious Exploration for Children and Youth is, in partnership with the
congregation, to create the sacred space, both physical and emotional, for children and youth to explore, discover,
grow and transform. To encourage families and friends of RE and the larger BUUF community to help each other
connect with the sacred and profound as they foster caring appropriate relationships with our children and youth.

Mission Statement
The mission of the Director of Religious Exploration, in collaboration with the congregation, is to grow the RE
ministry to be a resource for friends and families of all kinds building their sense of community and commitment
to our community, deepening their Sunday experience, and providing resources for them to take their UU faith
development beyond Sundays.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Create the “Calendar of the Heart” that will
facilitate living our faith 365 days a year. There
will be four major focus areas – gratitude; ritual,
traditions, and rites; joy and play; and living our
faith through action.

A “Calendar of the Heart” with daily, weekly, and/or
monthly spiritual growth opportunities through
gratitude, rituals, and social justice activities will be
published by September 1, 2012 and “marketed” and
celebrated throughout the year.

2) Strengthen family and community connections
within the Religious Exploration community and
the greater BUUF community.

Bi-monthly family gatherings will be hosted by the RE
community of friends and families.

3) Design the year’s elementary and secondary class
plan using the curriculum vision overview for
Religious Exploration for Children and Youth at
BUUF

All curricula chosen for the 2012-2013 program year
will follow the newly developed overall curriculum
vision and overview.

4) Establish and continue development of a vibrant
user-friendly internet presence for Religious
Exploration

Current families and families looking at BUUF as a
potential faith home will be able access information
and resources about our BUUF RE community and UU
faith development through an internet presence
facilitated by the BUUF RE community.
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Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
A group of religious exploration visionaries recently developed a dream for the Religious Exploration ministry
which states “The vision of Religious Exploration for Children and Youth is to create a welcoming spiritual
home, which provides safe spaces and loving circles that foster playfulness, inquisitiveness, and diverse
relationships while building an awareness of self, social justice, and a desire for transformative action in our
world.” Looking at this inspiring vision of the ministry of Religious Exploration for Children and Youth through
the lens of this past year, there are two major accomplishments to celebrate: teacher dedication and stability and
the RE Dream Team project.
Volunteer teacher dedication and stability:
As in the past three program years, we’ve had a dedicated group of teachers (guides, advisors, OWL
facilitators, and nursery care givers) who have stayed with their classes for the whole year. This is a
phenomenal example of the heart and soul they give to our community and, this year there have been
innovations and diversity in their ministry that go far beyond that.
• Nearly 60% of our teachers do not have a child in RE. They are grandparents, older members of the
BUUF community, and young adults, all of whom wanted to allow young parents to have their adult
fellowship and some quiet moments of reflection amid their busy lives.
• Several of our teachers hosted after-class family get-togethers so that the families of children in the
same class could get to know each other better. We will be doing much more of this in the coming
years!
• Our nursery care provider volunteer model is the envy of Religious Exploration ministries across the
nation. Carol and Jay Wechsellberger’s inspired idea of staffing the nursery with mostly grandparents
has revolutionized our nursery environment. This model of fostering community across the
generations has been discussed and celebrated throughout the year here at BUUF and at various
professional conferences and workshops that I have attended.
Religious Exploration Dream Team development:
Responding to the needs of a resource base - parents of school-aged children - that’s already in the busiest
time of their lives, and recognizing that the RE ministry is responsible for at least ten discreet on-going
projects every Sunday morning, in addition to several special events throughout the year, we initiated a new
model for “committee work” called the RE Dream Teams.
• Dream Teams are a decentralized structure that meets people where they want to be and where they
feel comfortable giving of their time and talents.
• Long term and short term commitment opportunities are available, along with distinctions made
between labor intensive and easy-going projects.
• This initial year was educational, to say the least, and we’re learning from the results of several
experiments, both successful and in need of improvement. We’ll be studying, evolving, and
enhancing this model as we go forward.
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Board President’s Report (from the Annual Meeting)
President’s Report to the Congregation
May 20, 2012
Submitted by: Debra Smith
The Board’s Vision Statement is as follows:
The Board will provide stability, structure, and stewardship in support of an ever more vibrant church that
expands justice and compassion in the world.

Stability
1. The Board is continuing the process of institutionalizing just and effective policies and practices.
●

To this end, we read Governance and Ministry by Dan Hotchkiss to help us discern the scope of our
duties as we transition from a pastoral church to a mid-size church.

2. The Board is evolving, and learning to delineate its duties and areas of responsibility, and to delegate more
ministry functions to the Program Ministry Council and its branches and strands.
3. The Board continues to be guided by the strategic plan devised by the congregation in 2010. We are now three
years into this plan, and we should be prepared to revisit this process during the period of ministerial transition.
4. The various ministry and administrative groups articulated their mission and vision statements, affording our
church the ability to
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create policies and make decisions in accordance with the mission rather than by fiat;
Arbitrate conflicts between ministries’ missions;
Create goals that further the church’s strategic plan;
Encourage not only completion of initiatives, but reflection on the success of the initiatives in
order to plan for growth and/or richness;
Attract new people to our ministries by offering them a clear idea of what work is being done;
Encourage our ministry groups to look beyond nurturing the Fellowship, and sharing their
ministry with the larger community.
Create job descriptions that will attract volunteers.

5. The Board is investigating the UUA’s Forth model for stewardship in order to insure robust financial

campaigns, and we implemented a structure that integrates the Annual Giving Drive within the ministry that
is concerned with nurturing a healthy congregation (Stewardship Strand).
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Structure
1. Continuing the guidance from previous Boards, we designed an organization structure that groups
ministries/committees under the Program Ministry Council
•

•

The Fellowship Branch contains the four ministry strands whose primary function is to nurture the
internal community of the Fellowship (Worship, Our Home, Stewardship, and Lifespan Religious
Education)
The Justice Outreach Branch contains one strand whose function is to fulfill our call to “practice justice in
the world” (Hunger/Food Supply Task Force, Partner Church Committee, Rainbow Outreach, and other
initiatives)

2. The Board implemented a uniform method to communicate among groups (Gmail accounts) and a uniform
format to communicate each ministry’s purpose and goals (mission/vision), and made these statements accessible
on the web page.
•
•
•

The intent is to aid in recruiting volunteers;
to encourage committees to pursue their interests and initiatives independently;
and yet to avail themselves of information about what other ministries are involved in.

3. The Board implemented, and will oversee a Communication Strand whose mission is to help seekers find us,
join us, and join with us to serve the congregation and the community at large.
4. The Board is implementing the Continuous Improvement model so that we continually grow in our abilities to
be in loving community while we perform our ministries that aspire to transform our world.

Stewardship
1. The aforementioned goals, when attended to faithfully and full-heartedly, constitute good stewardship.
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Ministerial Transition
Our minister of twenty five plus years, Rev. Elizabeth Greene, will be retiring at the end of the 2012-2013
program year. This section gives an overview of the transition from Rev. Greene to a new minister.

Transition Resources
Both the Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) and the Pacific Northwest District of the UUA have a wealth
of experience and advice on how to handle the transition from one minister to another. The BUUF Committee on
Ministry has done extensive research in the transition materials that the UUA provide. The UUA has published
the Transitional Ministry Handbook and the Settlement Handbook, which deal with everything from
recommended processes for securing interim and eventually called ministers to general contract
recommendations, including compensation and duties of both ministers and the congregation. Calling a minister
is a long, thoughtful and detailed process, and securing a trained and certified interim minister is only relatively
less so. Throughout the process there are numerous opportunities for congregational participation.

The Transition Process in a Nutshell
1. Honoring the Rev. Elizabeth Greene’s last year as BUUF’s minister
2. Finding and Hiring an interim minister during the January and February 2013. The interim minister will
stay until we hire a new minister
3. Finding and calling a new minister during the 2014-2015 program year.

Rationale for an Interim Minister
Change is situational; transition, on the other hand is a psychological process that people go through as they
internalize and come to terms with the reality and details of the new situation that the change brings about.
Transition involves three processes:
1. The ending. Loss of the old ways, relationships, and identities people had.
2. The middle or “neutral zone.” An in-between time when the old is gone and the new is not fully
operational or comfortable.
3. The new beginning. When people have let go of the old or familiar identity and ways of doing things
and are ready and energized to make the change really work.

The neutral zone is the core and most crucial phase of the transition process. “It is the winter in which the roots
begin to prepare themselves for spring’s renewal. It is the seedbed of the new beginnings.” It is a time of chaos as
the old form dissolves yet the new form has not fully emerged. Managing this phase well is essential to
successfully cross the gap between the old way and the new1. Interim ministers are trained for this task.
1

William Bridges, PhD, is an internationally known consultant and author who has specialized in organizational change for
several decades. These thoughts come from his book, Managing Transitions.
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That person as well as the interim process itself allows time and experience for us as a congregation and as
individuals 1.) to work through the emotions that Elizabeth’s leaving and absence engenders, 2.) to release our
hold on “the way we’ve always done things,” and 3.) to strengthen our identity as a group that is no longer
founded on the personality of a particular ministerial style. All of this facilitates a psychological transition for the
fellowship that creates the most fertile ground for a successful beginning and ongoing relationship with the
permanent minister.

About Accredited Interim Ministry
There have always been ministers available to fill a vacant pulpit until a new minister is called. However,
recognition of the complexities inherent in this period has led the Unitarian Universalist Association’s Transitions
Office to develop a specialized program for ministers who make interim work their calling. The Accredited
Interim Minister (AIM) designation is conferred on ministers who complete the program, attesting to their
competence both in parish ministry and as resident consultants, able to assist congregations in reviewing and
revitalizing their operations. In addition to carrying out the normal responsibilities of congregational ministry,
including worship and pastoral care, they possess specific skills in assisting a congregation in:
•

claiming and honoring its past and engaging and honoring its griefs and conflicts

•

recognizing its unique identity and its strengths, needs, and challenges

•

clarifying the appropriate leadership roles of minister(s), church staff, and lay leaders and navigating
the shifts in leadership that may accompany times of transition

•

making appropriate use of District, UUA, and other outside resources

•

proudly coming into possession of a renewed vision and strong stewardship, prepared for new growth
and new professional leadership, ready to embrace the future with anticipation and zest

Ministerial Transition Timeline
The time line on the next page gives an overview of the transition activities in the next few years. The next few
sections discuss the activities and participants in more detail.
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Finding and Hiring the Interim Minister2
Your District Executive is your local guide during the interim search period. Your DE will discuss with you
specific options for your immediate future in the light of your current situation. Unlike a called minister, whose
“call” comes from the congregation as a whole, interim ministers are hired by the governing board. Because an
interim minister’s placement is only temporary, because the time between the minister’s announcement of
departure and the interim’s desired arrival is short, and because the demand for experienced interim ministers
exceeds the supply, the interim hiring process is simple, brief, and competitive. For the usual August start,
applications received in the Transitions Office by April 15 will be eligible for the early preference pool for AIMs
and AIMITs. Otherwise, applications will receive first come, first served consideration.

The Role of the Interim Task Force
The interim task force’s purpose is to identify and recommend an interim minister. The task force will be
appointed by the Board in October 2012 and starting in April of 2013 will prepare an informational packet for
prospective interim ministers and receive similar packets from prospective interim ministers. Over the course of
the next few months the task force will interview prospective interim minister and recommend one to the Board.

The Role of the Transition Team
Interim ministers bring a consultant’s approach and a consultant’s skills—and need the access and assistance that
will make their ministry as effective as possible. Thus interim ministers need full access to several years of
financial and stewardship information, including pledges made and pledges paid. They need, too, a Transition
Team: five to seven members who are widely known and respected and well acquainted with the congregation’s
history. Their role is to provide the Interim Minister with insight, organizational and facilitative talent, and willing
hands as the ministry proceeds. Because the Transition Team is an interim minister’s “brain trust,” it would be
inappropriate for any member of the Team to have served on the Committee on Ministry during the previous
ministry or to be in relationship with a current member of the governing board. During the interim period any
existing Committee on Ministry should thus be suspended. The Transition Team’s first duty is to set up early
meetings between the interim minister and important congregational leaders: every member of the governing
board, every committee chair, every other person the Transition Team views as a leader, and every paid staff
member—as well as the Ministerial Search Committee (if yet formed) and the Transition Team itself.

The Congregation’s Role
The Congregation’s role is to be educated in the transition process and support the interim minister by making her
or him welcome when the arrival and throughout their stay. We all have a job to as members of the congregation
in transition to continue to participate in the process of discerning who we are, what we value, and how we
behave.

The Interim Period
The education of a congregation about the opportunities that lie before them in the interim period, and the role of
the interim minister in helping the congregation to seize the day, is not the work of a single newsletter article
only. The governing board can make the interim period immeasurably more productive by witnessing, in various

2

Excerpted from the Transition Ministry Handbook of the UUA
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ways and in various settings, to the opportunity the interim period offers to become accustomed to the
inevitability of change.
At the same time, the arrival of the interim minister should be seen as an opportunity for the person-to-person
ministry without which congregational life is an emotional desert. Assistance in getting settled, help in unpacking,
a casserole, a street map, the name of a trusted doctor or dentist, the loan of furniture to an interim minister
travelling light—such warmth and thoughtfulness will set the tone for a relationship of mutual care.

The Interim Minister and the Ministerial Search Committee
The effectiveness and integrity of the interim ministry rest upon the twin facts that the minister wasn’t there
before and won’t be there long. To maintain the integrity of their role, all interim ministers pledge three things,
without which no interim ministry contract will be considered valid:
•

Every interim minister agrees not to become a candidate for that congregation's called ministry. This
limitation both assures the interim process the time to complete itself, rather than terminating prematurely
in the warmth of candidating, and it also avoids placing the interim minister in a crippling conflict of
interest: only because the interim minister is in no way a candidate for a permanent position can the
ability to speak in candor, without risk of reprisal be assured.

•

Every senior or sole interim minister agrees not to serve a congregation for more than two years. These
time limitations guarantee the interim minister's objectivity and create a beneficial sense of urgency; both
the interim minister and the congregation are more likely to engage in creating healthy change if they
know that their time together is short. In rare cases the period of service of interim MREs, associate, and
assistant ministers may be extended, but only with the approval of the Transitions Director in consultation
with UUA District Staff.

•

Every interim minister agrees not to discuss specific prospective candidates for the called ministry of the
congregation with the ministerial search committee. Again, the primary reason is to avoid giving one
candidate (someone the interim minister may know) an unfair advantage—or disadvantage.

Nevertheless, the ministerial search committee is by no means abandoned. Its main source of counsel during its
search is the District’s Ministerial Settlement Representative. Jointly nominated by the UUA District Board and
the Chapter of the UU Ministers Association, the MSR is a volunteer appointed by the Transitions Director to
guide congregations in search. A collaborative relationship between the MSR and the interim minister will benefit
the search committee in its work. The interim minister is encouraged to assist the search committee by:
•

offering pastoral care to the search committee

•

bringing congregational concerns to the notice of the search committee

•

coaching the search committee on communications with the congregation

•

offering response to the committee’s Congregational Record and ministerial and congregational profiles

•

writing a “Letter from the Interim Minister” for the search committee’s packet
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•

participating in a mock interview or acting as process observer as the search committee conducts a mock
interview with a neighboring minister

•

preaching on the nature and role of ministry

•

witnessing for a realistic ministerial agreement and fair compensation

The Search Committee
The search committee will conduct the search for the new minister using the following time line:
March 2014

The Board plans the search committee member selection process

May 2014

The congregation elects the committee

Fall 2014

The committee compiles the information packet to give to interested ministers and applies
for a minister

Nov ’14 – Jan ’15

The committee contacts interested ministers

Feb ’15 – Mar ’15

Interviewing and assessing ministers

Apr ’15 – May ’15

The committee selects a candidate and the congregation votes on calling the minister
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Financials
Douglas Fund and Planned Giving
Establishment of the Jo and David Douglas Fund (Douglas Fund)
Jo Douglas made a very generous gift to BUUF when she passed away on July 28, 2010. She willed part
of her (and David’s) estate to BUUF. This bequest was given to BUUF with no directive.
This bequest was received as the estate was settled. In 2011, BUUF received a total of $160,938.83
•

In February and March 2011, BUUF received and retained $6,792.37

•

In July 2011, BUUF received $72,318.62

•

In August 2011, BUUF received $81,827.84

The BUUF Board of Directors set up a new fund, called the Jo and David Douglas Fund or Douglas
Fund, for this gift.

Uses of This Generous Gift
The significant value of the Douglas bequest was instrumental in BUUF’s being able to finalize the payoff of the
Chelan mortgage. After previous capital fund donations by many Members and Friends of BUUF paying down
the mortgage and the normal monthly payments, the Chelan mortgage was paid off August 30, 2011, with
$118,087.04 from the Douglas Fund.
An additional $18,000 of the Douglas bequest was approved by Congregational vote to supplement this year’s
2011-12 operating budget income.
The remainder of $24,851.79 of the Douglas bequest remains in the Douglas Fund.

Status of the Douglas Fund
As of May 15, 2012, the value of the full Douglas Fund was $31,231.79. This value included the remaining
portion of the Douglas bequest and contributions made by Members:
•

The Douglas bequest: $24,851.79

•

Designated payments by Members and Friends: $6,380.00

This fund will continue to increase with financial commitments from prior campaigns. This fund is a contingency
fund that the Board manages.
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Committees to Assist the Board
The Board established a new BUUF committee named the “Planned Giving Committee.” The Acting Chair is
Jane Breckenridge, and the members are Craig Raese; Bob Huntley; Ed Davis, and Allie Gooding. This
committee will report to the Board and provide Members and Friends with information regarding the ease of
setting up planned gifts to BUUF.
On May 20, 2007, the Congregation approved an “Endowment Committee” and set up the strict rules of an
Endowment Fund - such as needing $250,000 principal prior to allocating any of the principal or interest to
support BUUF activities.
In 2007, the Congregation voted to staff the Endowment Committee and named the individuals. Since then, the
staffing of the Endowment Committee has lapsed and there are no contributions in the Endowment Fund. At the
Congregational Meeting on May 20, 2012, the Board will propose the following to re-invigorate the Endowment
Fund:
Board Proposal: The named members (five of the members) of the Planned Giving Committee also serve on
the Endowment Committee according to the strict rules of the 2007 resolution approved by the Congregation
on May 20, 2007.
At the 2012 Congregational meeting, the Congregation will vote on the Board proposal to staff the Endowment
Committee, and the Board will encourage Members and Friends to consider planned gifts to the BUUF Douglas
Fund, the Endowment Fund, or for other purposes.
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Annual Giving Drive
Results as of 5-15-2012 and a Two Year Comparison
Pledges for 2011-12 Annual Giving Drive (AGD) were recorded as $249,931 based on pledge roster and
$251,336 according to our approved budget and accounting software QuickBooks. Pledges for 2012-13 AGD as
of 5-15-2012 is $266,436 with possible outstanding pledges are $1,900. Thus, the outstanding growth in pledges
for next year was $15,000 or 6%.

Increases of Pledge Units/Base
Families are referred to as pledge units, and prior pledges are referred to as pledge base.
BUUF added 25 first-time pledgers from 4 newcomers, 3 members and 18 friends. These new pledges accounted
for an increase in BUUF’s pledge base of $13,295. In addition, the BUUF Past President’s Club matched each
new pledge with $50 per pledge, for $1,250 in the 2012-13 pledge total.
Eighty-three (83) pledge units increased their pledge amount or returned to pledging (i.e., had not pledged last
year) for a total of $148,402, increasing pledge base by $19,818. The amount $11,610 was from returning
pledgers.
The TOTAL renewals or increases to pledge base was $44,723.

Loss of Pledge Units/Base
In 2012, BUUF lost (i.e., left fellowship, moved, deaths) 10 pledge units, accounting for approximately a $10,598
pledge base loss.
Of 29 pledge units (still active in 2011-12), 18 reduced their pledge and 11 were unable to pledge. This resulted in
$29,080 of current pledges, a $12,695 decrease of the pledge base
Thus, the TOTAL loss of pledge base was $23,293.

Sustaining Pledges
Fifty pledge units renewed their pledges at the same level.
Thus, the current pledge totals as of 5-15-2012 show the following results:


$29,080 from active members who reduced pledge level (18)



$13,295 from first-time pledgers (25)



$148,402 from active members who increased their pledge (83)



$75,659 from sustaining pledgers (50)



$266,436 currently committed pledges from 178 pledge units



$1,900 outstanding pledges



$268,336 potential pledge commitments
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The leader of the AGD with the AGD’s support from many Members and Friends of BUUF completed a very
successful canvass overall.
The chair of the AGD, Judy Holcombe, will present this information at the Congregational Meeting scheduled for
May 20, 2012, prior to the presentation on the year-to-date actuals and proposed 2012-13 budget.

Historical Financial Information and the 2012-13 Budget Proposal
The BUUF Finance Committee, working with the AGD and the Board, is proposing at the May 20, 2012,
Congregational Meeting a balanced budget that has no one-time withdrawals from other Funds, as in the last two
years.

Budget Considerations
The balanced Budget Proposal benefits from the successful AGD. There is no reliance on outside funds such as Jo
and David Douglas Fund or borrowing from restricted funds as had to be done in the previous two years. In
addition, BUUF benefits from the 2011 payoff of the Chelan property mortgage to help in balancing the budget.
The proposed 2012-13 budget provides well for our staff. For example, BUUF is able to:


Finally move the minister to Unitarian Universalist Association suggested midpoint (where we
will need to pay an interim) for our size fellowship



Provide raises for several other staff members



Restore hours if they were not restored in 2011-12



Provide supportive professional training and expenses

In addition, BUUF is able to fund our committees and provide increases to Landscape and the Stewardship Strand

Proposed BUUF Operating Budget for 2012-13: Income
The actual income for 2010-11 along with the budget for this year (2011-12) and year-to-date actuals are provided
in the following chart. The proposed budget income of $309,000 for 2012-13 is based on this history and the
amount pledged in the AGD.
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Correction: The first remark should say “plate offering.”
Explanation: JD means Jo Douglas in 2011-12 – where the budget is supplemented with $18,000.

Proposed BUUF Operating Budget for 2012-13: Expenses
The expenses match the income in 2012-13 proposal as seen in the following chart. This is a budget that has
expenses matching the income to make a “balanced budget.” This expense chart has the same columns for
historical comparison as the income chart has.
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Summary of Proposed 2012-13 Budget
From the above discussion, BUUF Members and Friends can see that there is a lot to celebrate in the proposed
2012-13 budget. For example,


The budget for 2012-13 is balanced with no one-time exception money.



The increase in giving allows a balanced budget with a same level of spending as this year, when we had
an $18,000 supplement for the income from the Jo Douglas bequest.



The Chelan mortgage was paid off in Aug 2011. This saves $1,590.61 per month.



Staff salaries are improved.



Professional expenses are restored.

PMC will oversee the funds for the committees, task forces, and teams reporting to the PMC to empower ministry
focus in 2012-13.
The Treasurer will present this information at the Congregational Meeting scheduled for May 20, 2012, and the
congregation will vote on this proposed budget.
The financial information has been coordinated by the Finance Committee led by David Woito with members
Craig Raese, Warren Bean, Allie Gooding, and Bob Huntley; the leader of the Annual Giving Drive Judy
Holcombe; the Treasurer Debbie Johnson; and the liaison from the Board Jane Breckenridge. If more detailed
information is wanted, please ask any member of this extended team.
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Policy Development and Decision Making at BUUF
The process of getting things done at BUUF has changed as the fellowship has grown. When the Fellowship was
small, a person with a good idea only needed to talk to our Minister or a knowledgeable member of the
congregation to see if the idea would be accepted or not. The diagram at
the right captures that idea along with the possibility that if the first idea
wasn’t acceptable a slightly different version (a refinement) could be OK.
While this was a reasonable thing when everyone knew everybody and
what they did, it is not as easy to do as we’ve grown.
Now that we have a congregation of three hundred, with more joining as we
go along, the simple method of asking the Minister doesn’t work very well.

Getting things done in our size of Fellowship
To accommodate for growth, BUUF created a more size-appropriate organizational structure. This seemingly
bureaucratic system actually disperses decision making, and provides opportunities for participation and
leadership development. When an organization disperses decision making it must have a vision and mission, and
policies and procedures that serve as criteria for the people making decisions.
Regardless of which part of the BUUF organization the inquiry goes to, policies exist or are being created relevant
to your situation. Policies and processes provide limits and boundaries within which groups can fulfill their
ministries. Here’s your sandbox, how you create your castle is up to your group’s ministry.
Not all policies are the same in scope and content and they can range from very general to very specific,
depending on which part of BUUF writes the policy. The diagram below shows how the Board creates general
policies and the committee’s policies more specific to their vision and mission.

For example, the Board might write a general policy concerning the safety of adults and children while at BUUF,
the Children’s Religious Exploration committee would have a more specific policy about creating a safe
environment for children during classes; while the landscape committee would have a policy about maintaining a
safe outdoor environment at the children’s play structures.
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Whom do I talk to in the BUUF Organization about my idea?
The BUUF organization chart shows the many committees at BUUF, each of which articulates the vision, mission
and goals they wish to accomplish to fulfill their ministry in support of BUUF’s mission. The Program Ministry
Council (PMC) is a good starting place, since it oversees the coordination and collaboration of many BUUF
ministries. BUUF Board members and the BUUF Office Administrator can also be helpful. Their contact
information is in the Sunday Order of Service, the newsletter and boiseuu.org.

A great idea still starts by asking someone how to make it a reality. In the diagram above, this process is captured
by an arrow from the “Person makes a Proposal” to someone in BUUF leadership. BUUF Leadership includes the
many pieces and parts of the BUUF organization: Board of Director, Program Ministry Council and various
Ministries. Leadership directs the proposal to appropriate committee. The committee considers whether the
proposal fits within their mission and policies. From this point, the proposal is either: adopted, modified, dropped
or appealed. The ultimate appeal is the opportunity to call a congregational meeting.
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BUUF Organization
Figure 1 on page 28 shows the BUUF Organization Chart. In the chart, the Congregation, in which ultimate
authority resides, is at the top with the Minister and the Board of Directors below. Connecting the two is the
Program Ministry Council (PMC) with oversight of BUUF ministries, which are shown below the PMC.
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Table 1 on page 29 is the BUUF committee/group directory.
Following sections give the Vision and Mission statements of the majority of groups in the organization chart.

Figure 1 BUUF Organization Chart
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Table 1 BUUF Organization Directory

BUUF Committee/Task Force

Email Address (@gmail.com)

2011-2012 Chair/Cochair

Nominating Committee

buuf.nominating@gmail.com

Cathy Carmen

Committee on Ministry

buufcmteonministry@gmail.com

Sue Stadler

Board of Directors

Talk2board@boiseuu.org

Debra Smith, President

Finance Committee

buuf.finance@gmail.com

Dave Woito

Annual Giving Team

buuf.agd@gmail.com

Judy Holcombe

Communications Strand

commstrand@boiseuu.org

Robyn Broyles

Information Technology

buufit@gmail.com

Mitchel Bethel

Personnel Committee

buuf.personnel@gmail.com

Patti Raino

Fundraising

buuf.fundraising@gmail.com

Claudia Fernsworth

Auction

buuf.auction@gmail.com

Gwyn Reid

Building Maintenance

buuf.maintenance@gmail.com

David Clopton

Program Ministry Council

buufpmc@gmail.com

Cathy Carmen & Paul Schlobohm

Worship

buufworship@gmail.com

Wanda Jennings

Music

buuf.music@gmail.com

Tom von Alten

Religious Exploration for
Children and Youth

buuf.re4childnyouth@gmail.com

Emmie Schlobohm

Adult R.E. Committee

buuf.adulted@gmail.com

Webb Van Winkle and Gena Delucci

Library

buuf.library@gmail.com

Janet Wyke

History Keepers

buuf.history@gmail.com

Charlotte Tompkins

Stewardship Strand

buuf.stewardshipstrand@gmail.com Miriam Woito & Deb Eisinger

Fellowship Connections

buufmembership@gmail.com

Miriam Woito & Leslie Mille

Congregational Care Team

buuf.cct@gmail.com

Kristen Cheyney and Diane Schwabe

Festivities Committee

buuf.festivities@gmail.com

Karen Raese and Wanda Jennings
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BUUF Committee/Task Force

Email Address (@gmail.com)

2011-2012 Chair/Cochair

Interior Design Committee

buuf.interiors@gmail.com

Nancy Harms

Landscape Committee

buuf.landscape@gmail.com

Mary Schwartzman, Patrick Schow
and Jolene Schow

Justice Outreach Branch

buuf.justice.outreach@gmail.com

Cathy Sherman

Hunger Task Force

buuf.food.tf@gmail.com

Rick Groff/Sheila Ames

Rainbow Outreach

buuf.rainbowoutreach@gmail.com

Bobbie Angel, Pam Lazenby and Bill
Hall

Partner Church

buuf.partnerchurch@gmail.com

Gwyn Reid
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The Nominating Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: Cathy Carmen (outgoing)
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.nominating@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Actively seek and recommend qualified candidates from the BUUF membership for the Board of Directors and
the Nominating Committee.

Mission Statement
To select the yearly slate of candidates for the BUUF Board of Directors and the Nominating Committee by
understanding the critical issues currently facing the congregation, as well as those on the horizon in order to
identify the qualities and strengths that will be required of board and nominating committee members.
Review potential candidates and informally discuss their suitability for the position(s) they are being considered
for.
Through phone calls and face to face meetings, meet with prospective candidates to access initial interest, explain
requirements and expectations of positions as well as share with candidates the strengths we see that will allow
them to uniquely serve the congregation.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria
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Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Provide a slate of candidate to the Board Secretary
by the deadline set forth in the BUUF Bylaws, 30
days before the Annual meeting.

Did we meet the deadline?

Identify qualified and enthusiastic
candidates to replace outgoing board
members for the following positions: Vice
President, Secretary and Director #1.
Identify qualified and enthusiastic
candidates to replace one outgoing
nominating committee member.
Continue to access and document interest of
potential candidates to facilitate the
cultivation of board and nominating
committee members for future years.

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

•

•

Officer Positions for the Board of Directors – 2012-2013:
o

Vice President (1 year) – Robyn Broyles

o

President (1 year) - Judy Holcombe

o

Past President (1 year) – Debra Smith

o

Treasurer (3 year) – Debbie Johnson

Director Positions for the Board of Directors:
o

Director #2 (3 years) – Bryan Jennings

o

Director #3 (a 2 year term, completing the one Robyn Broyles vacates) – Barry Hope

Nominating Committee Members:
o

Teresa Wood (3 year)

o

Suzanne Woodcock (3 year)

•

Identified required board candidates for Vice President, Treasurer, and Director #2 positions.

•

Identified board candidate to complete term of Director #3 that was vacated early by Bill Pulley

•

Identified two nominating committee candidates for outgoing members Cathy Carmen and Dick Sevier
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•

Above candidate names passed on to the board before the required date of April 20.

Responsibilities List
ARTICLE VI-NOMINATING COMMITTEE of the BUUF Bylaws
Section 1. Composition and Duties: The Nominating Committee shall consist of five members elected by the
Congregation. Members will serve three year rotating terms or until their successors are elected. The term for
member #1 and member #2 begins in years evenly divisible by three. The term for member #3 and member #4
will begin the next year, and the term for member #5 begins the year after that. The Nominating Committee will
nominate candidates to replace members whose term has ended on the Board of Directors and the Nominating
Committee.
Section 3. Nominating and Election Process: Directors and Nominating Committee members shall be elected at
each annual Congregational meeting. Nominations may be made by the Nominating Committee or by petition, as
described below. A person cannot be elected without being nominated. Members elected to fill a vacancy created
during a term take their position immediately upon election. Members elected for a new term take their position
at the beginning of the fiscal year.
a. The Nominating Committee shall select and recommend at least one candidate for each vacancy. Candidate
names shall be submitted to the Board at least thirty (30) days prior to the annual meeting.

Meaningful Words List
Future mindedness, Integrity, Critical thinking, Diligence, Creativity

Vision wish list
We incur modest expenses in getting to know candidates better through coffee, lunches and dinners as needed.
Currently, these expenses are borne by nominating committee members and on occasion, members have not been
comfortable attending the meeting due to financial limitations. It would be beneficial to have these candidate
meetings funded to some degree to allow participation by all interested Nom Com members without regard to
cost.
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Committee on Ministry (CoM)
Contact information
Committee Chair: Sue Stadler
Committee e-mail: buufcmteonministry@gmail

Vision Statement
A harmonious congregation in which each individual feels nurtured in his or her spiritual journey

Mission Statement
The mission of the Committee on Ministry includes
•

Supporting and sustaining right relations in the ministry of the whole church

•

Assisting in the management of conflicts associated with congregational relational issues and concerns

•

Working diligently toward solutions that honor all parties and the community as a whole

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
•

Managing conflicts that arise in the congregation

•

Nurturing positive and effective ministerial
transition

•

Collaborating with the Worship Committee on
transitional worship services

•

Collaborating with the BUUF Board on transitional
activities

•

Offering workshops and training relevant to
transition through Adult RE

•

Advising minster on her transition activities

Evaluation Criteria
•

Participants in any attempt at resolution felt
listened to and respected during the process of
conflict management

•

Positive feedback from congregation during
transition.

Evaluation Process or Strategy
CoM actively solicits feedback from parties (individuals, committees) on each step in any conflict management
process it undertakes. That feedback helps shape both the conflict management process involved and informs
future conflict management efforts.
CoM solicits positive feedback from the congregation in matters relating to transition—e.g., what is working,
what is unclear, what might help the transition process.
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Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Arranged visit by Janine Larsen, PNWD District Executive

•

Planned meeting of Janine Larsen with Board, select committees and individuals

•

Worked with Board on transition documents

•

Met with Board on transition and discernment of respective transition responsibilities

•

Held a CoM retreat to focus on transition

•

Developed communication protocols document

•

Held telephone meeting with Janine Larsen to learn about the Gathered Here/Appreciative Inquiry
process and its possible relevance to BUUF

•

Met with Jim Bigelow on the mission/vision process and set up new electronic filing of
minutes/documents

•

Met with Jackie Groves to review possibility of initiating Quest program (successful in First Unitarian
Society of Madison, WI) at BUUF

•

Reviewed monthly the transition process

•

Worked to resolve a number of conflicts between congregants and committees (which are confidential
and cannot be enumerated here)

Responsibilities List
The Committee on Ministry’s responsibilities include
•
•
•
•
•

Meeting monthly
Responding in timely ways to concerns brought to the CoM’s attention,
Maintaining strict confidentiality in all conflict management concerns,
Supporting and challenging minister
Supporting the transition process

Ministry Group Summary
The heart of CoM activities includes nurturing right relations in the ministry of the whole church, including
“being there” to assist in the management of conflicts associated with congregational relational issues and
concerns. The team works diligently toward solutions that honor all parties and the community as a whole.
During transition to an interim minister, the CoM assists the Board in communication and education regarding all
aspects of transition, as the Board requests.

Meaningful Words List
Nurturing, Spirituality, Personal Relationships, Open-mindedness, Diligence, Harmony
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Board of Directors
Contact information
President and chair: Debra Smith
Committee e-mail(s): boardandstaff@boiseuu.org

Vision Statement
The Board will provide stability, structure, and stewardship in support of an ever more vibrant church that
expands justice and compassion in the world.

Mission Statement
The board governs independently to ensure that the assets of the congregation are managed and allocated justly,
and that its policies, procedures, and practices are effective, respectful, and fair. In partnership with the Minister
and the Program Ministry Council, the Board ensures that effective strategic planning, discernment, and
evaluation of Mission and Ministry occur at BUUF, in order to protect its physical and spiritual community and
its reputation.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Create an organizational structure that delineates
responsibilities

How well the BUUF organization chart matches the
actual organization.

2) Create a process by which policies get created,
evaluated and modified
3) Facilitate the process whereby all entities will create
their own mission and vision statements so that:
a. policies and decisions will be made in
accordance with a consistent mission
statement, rather than personality or fiat
b. organizations see where they fit in the
organization, and its mission
c. entities can focus not just on action, but
they can reflect on action, since we believe
that transformation comes not just from
action, but from reflecting on our actions
d. people interested in finding a way to
contribute have access to the purpose and
aspirations of every entity
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Goals

Evaluation Criteria

e. entities are encouraged to look outward for
opportunities to transform the larger
community beyond the walls of BUUF
4) Prepare for the transition from Elizabeth’s
leadership, to an interim minister, and then to a
called minister by:
a. facilitating a successful 10% increase in
pledging for 2012-2013
b. informing the congregation about the
transition process so as to inspire
confidence
c. fulfilling the obligations delineated on the
master calendar
5) Select and nurture leadership for the various branch
levels and strand levels and identify “holes” or
vacancies that represent a liability in our ability to
carry out the strategic plan
6) Continue to clarify our identity as we move from a
nurturing church to a prophetic church by
developing a broader social justice mission for the
church so that more people participate in churchsponsored justice ministry endeavors and so that we
continue to grow the impact we have in the
community at large
7) Investigate how technology can assist BUUF in
attracting new members, helping them find a
ministry, and making it easier to communicate and
volunteer

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

A successful and self-perpetuating Annual Giving Drive

•

Instill confidence in financial systems and reporting.

•

Nurture a cultural shift whereby stewardship becomes a practice of conscious care-taking of one another
and our assets. (FORTH model & Right Relations model)
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•

Create a justice outreach mission that is focused for results, and yet broad enough to accommodate the
ministries of many, and by which we will be known in the community. (CBCO model)

Responsibilities List
From Article V of the BUUF Bylaws, approved May 17, 2009:
Section 1. Composition: The Board of Directors shall comprise the directors necessary for the governance of the
Fellowship. There shall be nine elected directors, and five of the directors shall be officers which hold the offices
of President, Vice President, Past President, Secretary and Treasurer. There shall be four at large directors, who
along with the five officers make up the membership of the Board. The President shall have been a member of
the Fellowship for at least one year before assuming the office.
a. The President is the regular presiding officer at Congregational meetings and at meetings of the Board.
b. The Vice President shall perform the duties of the President in the absence or inability of the President.
c. The Past President shall perform the duties of the President in the absence or inability of the President and Vice
President.
Section 3. Authority and Duties:
a. The Board, subject to the prime authority of the Congregation, is the principal policy forming and
administrative body of the Fellowship. The Board has full authority and responsibility to act on the business and
programs of the Fellowship, to establish committees, and to delegate authority and responsibility, except as
limited by applicable law, these bylaws, and Congregational resolution. (Congregational interpretation
5/19/2009: See Article IV Section 6, and paragraph (b.) below, for some actions that must be taken by the
Congregation).
b. Only the Congregation has the authority to dismiss the minister, or to involuntarily reduce the total
compensation of the minister. These actions can be taken by a majority vote.
c. The Board approves the dates, times, and places at which regular Worship services are held.
d. The officers shall perform the duties prescribed by applicable law, by these bylaws, by direction of the Board,
and by the parliamentary authority.
Section 5. Regular Meetings: Regular meetings of the Board will be scheduled by the Board at least monthly.
Section 9. Filling Vacancies: Vacancies in Board positions other than President can be filled by appointment of a
qualified member by the Board. The appointment lasts until the next annual Congregational meeting, at which
time any such vacancy shall be filled by vote of the Congregation for the remainder of the term. If the President
is unable to complete the elected term, the Vice President shall assume the position of President. If the Vice
President is unable to take the President’s position the Board shall call a special Congregational meeting to elect a
new President.
Section 10. Removal by Resignation: A director may resign by giving written notice to either the President or the
Secretary. A resignation is effective when the written notice is given unless the notice specifies a later effective
date.
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Section 11. Removal for Non-attendance: If a director misses three (3) consecutive regular Board meetings, he or
she may be removed from the Board if a majority of the directors then in office vote for the removal.

Meaningful Words List
Sense of purpose, Service, Leadership, Critical Thinking, Diligence

Vision wish list
Staff position for a Social Justice Outreach coordinator.
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Finance Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: David Woito
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.finance@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Function as a team to develop financial methodologies to help BUUF fund the vision. Ensure financial
transparency, responsibility and stability and help move BUUF from needs-based financial processes to visionbased processes of abundance.

Mission Statement
•

Financial review
o

•

Financial planning
o

o
•

Develop long term models that would include the following:


Risk assessment



Financing the Vision



Scenarios Planning

Assist in the development of the yearly budget for the annual giving drive

Planned Giving
o

•

Review monthly financials for accuracy and trends. Analyze spending and income profiles.
Prepare monthly review summary for the board. Advise on trends and analyses.

Make available resources and consultation to people considering BUUF I n their long term and
estate planning. Encourage members and friends to include BUUF in their estate planning.

Communications
o

Increase financial understanding in the congregation

o

Turn financial communications into positive reflections of abundance

o

Communicate how money is received and spent

o

Communication scenario planning and endowment work as appropriate.

o

Financial corner in the monthly Newsletter
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Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

5) Close the books on the 2011-2012 program year in
a timely manner

Close with high accuracy by end of Sept 2012

6) Financial review- review monthly finances for
accuracy, trends, and balance of expenses and
income

Review Cash on hand, cash flow, accuracy, and results
on a monthly trend basis. Recommend actions based
upon trends.

Maintain relationships with the Bankers
7) Communications- Develop the financial corner into
a discussion of financial matters on a monthly basis,
Develop a budget for 2012/2013 and assist in
communications with the AGD

Continue the Financial Corner and add in abundance.
Get a balanced budget approved for 2012/2013

8) Develop 5 year Vision budget proposal with several
scenarios

Not sure yet!

9) Prepare a “planned giving” charter and mesh it with
the endowment committee charter.

Get planned giving charter approved and the team
staffed.

Propose one time gift “monument(s)” and gift
process

Get one time gift process approved and solicit bids for
the monument

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
Goals for 2011-2012
Assist in Hiring an individual to improve the accuracy
of the BUUF financial Book keeping
Work with this individual to analyze and solve past
issues

Evaluation Criteria
Accomplished Sept, 2011.
Accomplished with 2010-2011 closing of the books in
November 2011

Financial review- review monthly finances for
accuracy, trends, and balance of expenses and income

Cash on hand, cash flow, accuracy, and results on a
monthly trend basis. So far we are running on track for
the 2011-2012 program year.

Communications- Develop the Financial Corner into a
discussion of financial matters on a monthly basis

Financial Corner established, Budget approved, ABD
materials developed.

Develop a budget for 2012/2013 and assist in
communications with the ABD
Prepare a “planned giving” charter and mesh it with the
endowment committee charter.

In process
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Goals for 2011-2012

Evaluation Criteria

Propose one time gift “monument(s)” and gift process
In addition to the 2011-2012 goal sheet above - the finance team pulled together the budget inputs from all of the
committees, helped with the transition of the office manager, helped in the transition of two treasurers, and is
working with the PMC to develop a “top ten” needs list for planned giving.

Responsibilities List
See Mission statement

Ministry Group Summary
Ministry Summary:
•

Financial review
o

Review monthly financials for accuracy and trends. Analyze spending and income profiles.
Prepare monthly review summary for the board. Advise on trends and analyses.

•

Financial planning

•

o Develop long term models that would include the following:
o Risk assessment
o Financing the Vision
o Scenarios Planning
o Assist in the development of the yearly budget for the annual giving drive
Planned Giving
o

•

Make available resources and consultation to people considering BUUF in their long term and
estate planning. Encourage members and friends to include BUUF in their estate planning.

Communications
o
o
o
o
o

Increase financial understanding in the congregation
Turn financial communications into positive reflections of abundance
Communicate how money is received and spent
Communication scenario planning and endowment work as appropriate.
Financial corner in the monthly Newsletter
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Physical Plant & Building Maintenance
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): David Clopton
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.maintenance@gmail.com

Vision Statement
To maintain the Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship’s building to provide a comfortable and safe
environment for Fellowship activities.

Mission Statement
Work with other committees such as Interiors and Landscape and the building steward to maintain and enhance
the 6200 Garrett Street building.
Identify facility-related safety and health concerns and rectify them quickly.
Provide a comfortable environment for BUUF and BEC-related activities.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

10) Identify and make repairs to the building, as
necessary. Communicate with Interiors and the
building steward to identify maintenance issues;
maintain an active list and status of those items.
Perform repairs or maintenance as necessary.

Quarterly or more frequent coordination with Interiors
Committee.

11) Recruit additional members for committee.

Committee will have more than one member.

12) Review building exterior for cosmetic or
maintenance issues, annually.

Annual list of building exterior maintenance items with
action plan to remedy identified issues. No more birds
nesting inside building walls.

13) Monitor building comfort and usability. Coordinate Have close personal relationship with HVAC team
with HVAC upgrade team members.
leader. Attend HVAC management training session.
14) Communicate and coordinate with Building
Steward to identify issues and provide backup, as
necessary.

Monthly contact with Building Steward.

15) Develop long term budget for building upgrades
such as parking lot, roof, etc. Provide budget to
Finance Committee for planning purposes.

Long term building maintenance budget (5-year, 10year, 15-year)
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Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
-

Performed maintenance items identified by Interiors Committee and staff

Responsibilities List
Respond to requests for building maintenance issues from staff, other committees, and members
Coordinate with Interiors and Landscape
Coordinate with Bridge Events Center

Ministry Group Summary
It’s hard to have meaningful spiritual experiences when your feet are cold or baby birds are hatching over your
head.

Meaningful Words List
Safety

Vision wish list
A building reserve fund with sufficient funds to replace HVAC, flooring, parking lot, roof, etc. as needed.
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Annual Giving Team
Contact information
Committee Chair: Judy Holcombe
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.agd@gmail.com

Vision Statement
The AGD team performs the essential task of conducting a yearly pledge drive to support BUUF’s operating
budget. Its goal is abundance and reliability of financial resources for these purposes.

Mission Statement
The effort requires approximately three months of planning, recruiting volunteers, creating literature,
announcements and activities which ask for yearly pledges—then to follow up administratively, and thank
contributors. It should ideally be a part of a year round stewardship effort which enhances a culture of generosity.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Establish reasonable and achievable pledge goals
which support the proposed operating budget,
coordinating with the Finance Chair and Board

pledge goals established with input and support from
interrelated leadership

2) Meet the pledge goals established for the operating
budget

That we have established and met the monetary goals
with confirmed pledges.

3) Conduct a campaign which reinforces BUUF
values of generosity, community support and
mission.

Events are fun, well organized, well attended, and
result in outpouring of pledges.

4) Appropriate data access and staff support
throughout the campaign, coordinate with
volunteers for follow up calls.

appropriate and timely data reports are made to
evaluate pledge status and make appropriate follow ups

5) Administrative wrap up and thank you’s

All pledgers accurately recorded and confirmed,
extensive pledge status confirmed and thank you’s
delivered.
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Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Recruited leadership for a year-round stewardship effort with goals modeled on the UUA six
congregation study

•

Established a planning team and volunteers to conduct the AGD drive using a “Celebration Sunday”
model

•

Conducted an annual giving Drive which is close to reaching the pledge goals to fund the proposed
operating budget

Responsibilities List
•

Prepare a plan for the AGD’s present per Board approval, establish a budget for AGD activities.

•

Recruit leaders of various functions, and volunteers.

•

Conduct activities of the AGD including: coordinate with finance chair to establish pledge goals, create
literature, pledged forms, announcements, testimonials, a gala dinner, speaker, celebration Sunday,
follow-up calls to pledgers, administrative accounting and thank you’s.

Ministry Group Summary
Our purpose is to provide a reliable source is to provide a reliable source of funding through pledges in support of
BUUF’s yearly operating budget and to foster a culture of generosity. Our efforts are in coordination with the
BUUF Board, Finance Chair, Stewardship leadership, and the Minister.

Vision wish list
That an overall stewardship effort creates a culture of generosity, and that this results in abundance through the
Annual giving Drive, for the fellowship’s budgeting goals and support of its ministries.
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Communications Strand
Contact information
Committee Chair: Robyn Broyles
Committee e-mail: commstrand@boiseuu.org

Vision Statement
The Communication Strand characterizes and integrates communication systems for the internal and external
audiences of BUUF, and to facilitate the exchange of ideas. We strive to create channels for all people so they can
find, join and serve with us.

Mission Statement
Our mission is to connect BUUF's existing and prospective community through internal communications,
marketing/ public relations, and new media. We collaborate with the Board, Program Ministry Council (PMC)
and church staff to develop and integrate strategic communication policies; to provide training for new
technologies; and to manage the church’s information technology in order to promote the Unitarian Universalist
seven principles in all we do.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
1) To create a comprehensive communications plan
and guidelines the Congregation, Minister, PMC
and Board can use to understand the strategies,
tactics and tools that BUUF can use to
communicate with internal and external audiences.

Evaluation Criteria
[not filled in]

2) Create a standardized IT infrastructure (email and
[not filled in]
archive at a minimum) all BUUF entities can access
to collaborate and archive their work
3) Establish BUUFs branding criteria and standards
for distribution to appropriate audiences

[not filled in]

4) Create a secure, real time system in which the
BUUF Directory can be updated and published
when needed.

[not filled in]

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
The Communication Strand was established in January of 2012. We have been working towards developing a
communications structure and plan for the Strand.
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Responsibilities List
The Communication Strand continues to evolve. Our focus will be on achieving our short term goals of
establishing a communications plan.
•

IT is involved with maintaining church computers, Wi-Fi network and email / internal communication
structure and Database management. Fix office computers and maintain online backup for computer
systems.

•

New media, marketing, branding and other communication are evolving as they are identified and
defined.

Vision wish list
More members who specialize in targeted IT and new media expertise.
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Information Technology
Contact information
Committee Chair: Mitchel Bethel
Committee e-mail(s): buufit@gmail.com

Vision Statement
The purpose of the IT committee has and remains to be the implementer of BUUF technological and information
needs. The group has been committed to taking the current and future desires that BUUF groups have in our
specialty and implementing working solutions. We in addition keep track of changes in the area of IT for
opportunities and obstacles that BUUF and its members may encounter in the future.

Mission Statement
Our committee would want to be known to the BUUF community as the group that will help them find and
implement the technological resources that they would need for their goals. We would also be the maintainers
and if needed trainers for those tools.

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Maintain current systems.

•

Switched BUUF over from a peer to peer to a Client Server networking environment

•

Interfaced with groups and offered suggestions for concerns (most still pending)

Responsibilities List
•

To maintain the current technological and informational infrastructure of BUUF.

•

To be a resource and consultant to other committees who need a technological or information response to
a concern

•

To look forward, research and implement responses to future technical needs of BUUF and problems that
develop.

Meaningful Words List
Critical thinking, Technology, Action, Implementing, Response

Personnel Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: Patti Raino
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.personnel@gmail.com
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Vision Statement
Our vision is to facilitate adequate staffing for a growing and vibrant BUUF Community while promoting fair and
equitable compensation and benefits for staff.

Mission Statement
Our mission is to be knowledgeable of UUA personnel policies and government regulations with respect to
employment.
Review and write staff contracts consistent with our research.
Create and update the Personnel manual.
Participate and work with relevant committees in all new hire processes, staffing issues and performance reviews.
Provide compensation recommendations to the Board and Finance Committees on a yearly basis.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Salary recommendation to the Board and Finance
Committee by February each year.

Completed February 2012

2) Every 2 years evaluate and update staff contracts
and amend contracts as necessary

Contracts were reviewed and updated for all staff in
2011-2012.

3) Provide support to transition team in creating
contract for Interim Minister, researching wages,
calling references, etc. Provide one Personnel
Committee member on the Transition team.

Interim Minister secured with compensation that
matches their experience and qualifications.
Monthly report to the Personnel Committee from the
Transition Team Personnel member.

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Successfully selected and placed Office Administrator/Bookkeeper

•

Reviewed and updated contracts for all staff. Received and reviewed evaluations of staff

•

Presented Salary recommendations to Board and Finance Committee.

•

Staff salaries reinstated to 2009-10 levels and back to full hours.

Responsibilities List
•

Meet monthly as a committee to review current staffing and performance concerns

•

Meet with staff or Board on an as needed basis to accomplish our vision and mission

•

Make salary recommendations for the staff to the Board and Finance committee
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•

Review and update staff contracts and ensure yearly evaluations are conducted and submitted to the
Personnel committee.

Meaningful Words List
Future mindedness, Justice, Sustaining, Personal relationships, Integrity

Vision wish list
To have sufficient funding to provide appropriate staffing to enable the vision and mission of BUUF to be
achieved, while meeting UUA fair compensation guidelines
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Fundraising
Contact information
Committee Chair: Claudia Fernsworth
Committee e-mail: buuf.fundraising@gmail.com

Vision Statement
To provide opportunities for BUUF member and friends and perhaps the community to participate in creative
fundraising activities that promote fellowship and support BUUF's vision and ministry.

Mission Statement
1. To create a collaborative, team-centric organization.
2. To conceive, plan, carry out and evaluate successful fundraising opportunities.
3. To collaborate with other BUUF ministries/committees to create synergistic activities.
4. To accomplish this in such a way that volunteers and other participants feel that they have received an
appropriate return for their time and effort

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Successful Auction

Net $10,000,
3 or more new high value auction donors,
Increase volunteer participation

2) Successful Silent Auction

Meet or exceed past income,
Increase volunteer participation

3) Conceive a new fundraising

Raise at least $1,000
Intergenerational
Attracts the community

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
Goals: To raise money for BUUF
Accomplishments:
1) Poinsettia sale netted about $50.00
2) Silent Auction netted about $1,000.00
3) Live and Silent Auction netted about $6,500.00
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Responsibilities List
Initiate, plan, recruit volunteers, carry out and evaluate fundraising events

Vision wish list
•

Fundraising Activities that have broad support

•

Fifteen 5 foot round plastic tables

•

Eighteen round white table cloths for 5 foot round tables

•

Outdoor gas grill with cook top

•

Commercial Stove

•

Commercial grade refrigerator

•

Money for a marketing plan that includes Fundraising.
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Program Ministry Council
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Cathy Carmen and Paul Schlobohm
Committee e-mail(s): buufpmc@gmail.com

Vision Statement
The Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship (BUUF) is a vibrant and growing church in which everyone is
involved in thriving lay ministries.

Mission Statement
The mission of the PMC is to enhance the communication and coordination of committees and groups to facilitate
creative, functional programs that benefit the church community

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Build capacity to manage a new definition of
stewardship as defined by the Board.

Roles for the emerging and new components of
stewardship (For example: Strand co-leads, P2P leads
and stewards, ABD lead, etc), are clearly defined and
understood. These positions are filled and functioning
in a timely manner.

2) Improve communication and coordination through
increased use of technology

Committees and groups are implementing
recommendations from the 21st Century IT /
Communications Task Force

3) Develop leadership skills and foster ministries of
leadership within BUUF

Sessions from Harvest the Power curricula are
presented Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. Workshops on
specific skills (i.e., Managing a Google docs page) are
presented.

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Develop leadership skills and foster ministries of leadership within BUUF.

•

Provide oversight to team budgets and spending, and coordinate budgetary issues as delegated by the
Board.

•

Raise awareness of the new BUUF organizational structure in general and the PMC in particular
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Responsibilities List
Support the ministries of PMC committees and groups.
Provide coordination between Strands, Teams, and Committees.
Provide coordination with the Board, the Minister, and Staff.
Conduct regular meetings of the Program Ministry Council (PMC).

Ministry Group Summary
Provide oversight and management of the Program Ministry Council committee operations

Meaningful Words List
Fellowship, Teamwork, Leadership, Integrity, Sustaining

Vision wish list
A mechanism, such as a database or “sharepoint” tool, that can connect all the individuals and groups within the
fellowship to calendars, addresses, interests, activities, etc. so that individuals and groups can find and focus on
their ministries.
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Fellowship Branch
Worship Strand
Worship Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: Wanda Jennings
Committee e-mail(s): buufworship@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Our vision is to create meaningful worship experiences that are the heart of our community and which nurture
hearts, challenge minds and inspire actions of compassion and justice.

Mission Statement
Through teamwork our mission is to provide multi-generational, transformative worship integrating the spoken
word, music and purposeful silence around a central theme.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Identify the worship needs of our congregation
through a valid survey.

[not filled in]

2) Provide worship services appropriate to the final
year of a long term minister.

[not filled in]

3) Integrate young adults into the worship life of our
congregation.

[not filled in]

4) Include a social action focus in our worship
services.

[not filled in]

5) Create at least one quality inter-generational service
in addition to the “Deck the Halls” service.

[not filled in]

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
Our theme for the year 2011-2012 is Our Living Stories-Living Our Principles. We create meaningful worship
services around this theme. Members and friends of the congregation tell their personal stories related to the
theme of each week’s service.
In collaboration with the Minister, the Worship Committee creates and brings to the congregation Worship
Services which address issues of our time, issues of worth, services which speak to the heart of our being, services
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which give spiritual and intellectual nourishment, services which bring us comfort when we need comfort, and
services which bring us laughter and joy.
The summer services were presented by speakers from our congregation. During the program year Elizabeth
preached the majority of the services. Other services were given by volunteer BUUF members and friends and a
few outside speakers. We provided a neutral pulpit for a ministerial candidate for the Moscow UU Church. We
began talking about Elizabeth retirement and the process of transition. The Religious Education Committee
presented Deck the Halls and a wrap up ceremony in May. The Senior High Youth had their bridging ceremony
in April. The choir and other musicians presented programs in December, as well as many other musical
presentations throughout the year.
The Partner Church and the Congregational Care Team each conducted a worship service.
The junior high youth participated in the first Sunday service of each month, doing the readings, greeting, passing
microphones and collecting the offering.
We are a flexible group, making sure that services are of the highest quality.

Responsibilities List
•

See Worship Google Docs for Celebrants Job Description

•

Coordinator Checklist

•

Greeter Instruction

•

Information for Presenters

Ministry Group Summary
Our vision is to create meaningful worship experiences that are the heart of our community and which nurture
hearts, challenge minds and inspire actions of compassion and justice. Through teamwork our mission is to
provide multi-generational, transformative worship integrating the spoken word, music and purposeful silence
around a central theme.

Meaningful Words List
Heart of Community, Spirituality, Fellowship, Thought provoking, Integrity
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Music Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: Tom von Alten
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.music@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Our vision is to inspire individuals and to build community through diverse, high quality musical experiences.

Mission Statement
The Music Committee works to enhance the Fellowship's musical life, in worship and in other events. We
facilitate participation in making and enjoying music, take care of the Fellowship's musical instruments, its choral
library and other music resources. We support the Music Director in her responsibilities of collaboration,
coordination, recruiting volunteers and directing music at BUUF.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Complete the organization and cataloging of the
choral music library, and establish a volunteermanaged continuing maintenance program for it.

[not filled in]

2) Hold a summer committee retreat to discuss and
agree upon additional, long-term goals.

[not filled in]

3) Recruit new members for the committee.

[not filled in]

4) Add to our existing sound system so that
congregational and musicians’ use of microphones
does not distract from the flow of worship services.

Difficult to measure “less distraction,” but in
consultation with the Worship Committee

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
The Music Committee continued its work facilitating music in worship services and supporting the Music
Director in leading 11 performances of the adult choir. Much of our attention was occupied by the consideration
of, response to, and aftermath of the proposal for a substantial gift toward the purchase of a Lowrey “digital
orchestra.”
The shared gift with our partner church in Mészkő, Transylvania came to fruition in the form of handembroidered stoles which the adult choir used in its performances.

Responsibilities List
See Mission statement
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Meaningful Words List
Inspiration, Welcoming, Harmony, Rhythm, Embodiment

Vision wish list
We and the Fellowship enjoyed the performances of the “being hUUman” band, whose members have moved to
other pursuits. Those relied on donations of time, talent, and the use of personal property (instruments and sound
systems) of the members. One wish is for us to have the means to build-in the infrastructure for future
performances of groups using microphones and electronic instruments.
We also wish we had a broader scope for our professional Music Director (i.e. more than a quarter-time position)
to provide for a wider range of music, and music participation (for example, a bell choir, a children’s choir, adult
musical education, etc.).
A dedicated sanctuary for worship, music in worship, and special performances is also one of our wishes for
BUUF.
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Education Strand
Religious Exploration for Children and Youth
Contact information
Committee Chair: Emmie Schlobohm
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.re4childnyouth@gmail.com

Vision Statement
The vision of Religious Exploration for Children and Youth is to create a welcoming spiritual home, which
provides safe spaces and loving circles that foster playfulness, inquisitiveness, and diverse relationships while
building an awareness of self, social justice, and a desire for transformative action in our world.

Mission Statement
Our mission is to create an experiential environment which will:
•

Encourage a positive sense of community

•

Encourage a healthy sense of self

•

Practice critical thinking

•

Experience meaningful worship and ritual and improve religious literacy

•

Develop an appreciation for the world around us

•

Make the tools available to make a difference in the world

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
1) Encourage a positive sense of community
•
•
•

Provide activities and encourage participation
for all generations in BUUF events
Foster BUUF community relationships across
all ages and diversities
Intentionally incorporate the greater Treasure
Valley community in activities

Evaluation Criteria
•
•
•
•
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Will collaborate with the Worship Committee
to have one multi-generational service
Age-appropriate activities for all ages at all
events where families are invited
Multi-generational involvement in the Sunday
class rooms throughout the year
Inclusion of communities outside of BUUF at
social justice and other RE-sponsored events at
least three times in the program year
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Goals
2) Encourage a healthy sense of self
•
•
•
•
•

Learn that play is part of being healthy
Learn that expressing all emotions is part of
being healthy
Develop a sense of UU identity
Encourage children to express themselves and
their opinions.
Encourage children to explore what makes
them unique and what they share in common
with others.

3) ) Practice critical thinking
•
•
•

Create a love of inquiry and an appreciation of
the sense of wonder and awe
Acquire a sense of justice through exploration
of ideas
Encourage children to ask questions and
critically examine answers

4) Experience meaningful worship and ritual and
improve religious literacy
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Will use age-appropriate curriculum
throughout the year in the RE classrooms
Play and playfulness will be intentionally
included in every lesson in all classrooms
throughout the year
UUA Tapestry of Faith curriculums which
follow our goals will be used throughout the
program year and used as a model for summer
curriculum.
UUA Tapestry of Faith curriculums which
follow our goals will be used throughout the
program year and used as a model for summer
curriculum.
Teachers will be trained to ask questions rather
than give answers in the class room.
Teachers will be trained to have in-class
exercises that foster critical thinking
UUA Tapestry of Faith curriculums which
follow our goals will be used throughout the
program year and used as a model for summer
curriculum.
Teachers will be trained to encourage
exploration of rituals and worship practices in
UU and other faith traditions
Each class will establish favorite rituals in the
context of our BUUF traditions
Each class will establish favorite rituals in the
context of the year’s curriculum

•

Teachers will be encouraged to incorporate
explorations and utilization of our grounds in
their lessons, weather permitting.

•

Quarterly social justice (faith in action)
projects in each class
Quarterly RE-sponsored social justice (faith in
action) projects for the entire BUUF
community outside of the class rooms
Collaborate at least once with the Social
Justice strand on a faith in action project that
involves and includes members of the greater
Treasure Valley community

Utilize BUUF grounds in lessons and curricula

6) Make the tools available to make a difference in
the world
•

•

Explore UU faith traditions and those of the
world communities and learn their history and •
relevance
Discover the context of our religious thought in
the words or language of other religions.
•
Incorporate beloved rituals into our services
and class rooms on a weekly, monthly, and
•
yearly basis
Understand their words and the way religions
use them

5) Develop an appreciation for the world around
us
•

Evaluation Criteria

•
Incorporate service projects into curricula on a
regular basis
Provide structure and resources for a successful •
community project/social justice campaign
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Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Communication and multi-generational fellowship were accomplished at Groovin’ in the Grove
which was an outdoor event for the RE community of families and friends incorporating food
and fellowship. It was an opportunity to find out more about the upcoming year and for families
to volunteer and get their questions answered.

•

UU literacy and faith development goals were address by using comprehensive UUAencouraged curricula in all class rooms

•

Multi-generational community was encouraged with several all-BUUF multigenerational events
sponsored and facilitated by Religious Exploration for Children and Youth, including Dia de Los
Muertos, Deck the Halls, RE Celebrations Sunday, our fun and joyful “booth” at the Program
Ministry Council’s Committee Fair, and May’s Second Saturday Fellowship Fun Potluck with a
BBQ and outdoor game theme.

Responsibilities List
•

Represent the fellowship’s interest in religious exploration for our children and youth

•

Support the Director of Religious Exploration and her ministry

•

Support class room teacher/guides and advisors, and children and youth as they learn and grow
together

•

Sponsor community-building special events

•

Assist in the creation of a vibrant summer religious exploration experience for children

Vision wish list
Build a comprehensive community/teaching garden based on best practices for sustainability and food justice
issues on our grounds in collaboration with the Landscape Committee, the Social Justice strand, and community
partners.
A training budget for Religious Exploration for Children and Youth:
•

Train facilitators in full Our Whole Lives curricula for all ages by bringing in trainers to our area or
sending our people to regional trainings

•

Train facilitators in ministry with youth – advisors, chaplaincy, leadership, etc.

•

Train facilitators in Spirit Play curricula

Fund an additional paid staff position in Religious Exploration for Children and Youth
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•

Part-time children’s program assistant

•

Part-time youth and young adult coordinator
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Adult Religious Education Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Gena Delucchi and Web Van Winkle
Committee e-mail: buuf.adultre@gmail.com

Vision Statement
The Adult Education Program at the Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship seeks to foster growth in individual
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual lives, strengthen our sense of community, and support our congregation’s
engagement in the religious, social, and cultural issues of our time..

Mission Statement
The Adult Education Program sponsors educational experiences that enable us to:
•

Develop new perspectives and skills that enhance our lives as individuals and that contribute to our
collective life in community

•

Better understand our Unitarian Universalist values and traditions

•

Increase our knowledge of the world and its natural and human diversity

•

Examine issues that concern us and develop strategies for taking action

•

Enrich and expand our spiritual horizons

•

Get to know one another better

•

Share our deepest insights and feelings in a relaxed, supportive, and interactive environment.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Minimum 5 classes for Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 session

Participant numbers and informal feedback

2) Build committee membership

Add 2 new members to group by
December 2012

3) Re-introduce written class evaluations

Review/approve class evaluation form and
ensure class participants are offered this
opportunity to provide feedback

4) Co-sponsor 1 special event with another BUUF Committee

Social Justice Poverty Simulation
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Goals

Evaluation Criteria

5) Support BUUF transition to new minister

Offer classes/workshops on effective
communication, conflict resolution and
UU transition process to fellowship with
Committee on Ministry and PMC

6) Investigate sponsorship/promotion of speakers on UU values
with broad community appeal

tba partnerships in Boise area

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Offered 6 classes Fall 2011 (excluding new UU) with est. 52 registered participants.

•

Partnered on one Idaho Friends of Jung (IFJ) salon Nov 4, 2011

•

Co-Sponsored with Social Justice and Sunday Services events surrounding the visit of the Zimbabwe
Artist’s Project Oct 21-22, 2011- art sale generated over $3,000

•

Offered 8 classes Spring 2012 (excluding new UU) with est. 66 registered participants.

•

Partnered with IFJ for 4 events: Jan 6 (38 attended) ; Feb 24-25 (40/7) ; April 6/7 (31/?);
18/19, 2012

•

Planning for Fall 2012 course offerings

May

Responsibilities List
•

Solicit, recruit and/or consider suggestions and instructors for potential class offerings at BUUF.

•

Schedule dates, times and rooms at BUUF for classes each “semester”, that is Spring and Fall sessions.

•

Assign a committee member to serve as the designated liaison for each class, workshop or special event.
Act as the principal point of contact for communication with the course leader(s)/facilitator(s).

•

Coordinate with leader/facilitator, BUUF office administrator, and custodian as necessary regarding
access to building, classroom set-up, AV equipment needs, lock-up and security, etc.

•

Coordinate with BEC in developing MOUs with Adult Ed partners. Determine whether non-BUUF
group’s events fall within Adult Ed purview or should be considered facility rentals.

Ministry Group Summary
The Committee seeks to fulfill its mission through offering classes, workshops and events that enrich the BUUF
community, offer opportunities for deeper individual and group understanding, support individual spiritual
growth, and support the mission of BUUF.
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Meaningful Words List
1. Sense of purpose
2. Love of learning
3. Thought provoking
4. Appreciation of beauty and excellence
5. Open-mindedness
6. Critical thinking
7. Exchange of ideas

Vision wish list
•

a second computer projector dedicated to Adult Ed/public presentation uses

•

speaker’s fee underwriting
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Library Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: Janet Wyke
Committee e-mail: buuf.library@gmail.com

Vision Statement
To maintain and improve a welcoming, accessible, thought-provoking library for our BUUF community.

Mission Statement
The BUUF Library aims to be a resource for educational and spiritual growth for its people, youth through
lifetime. It includes a broad range of contemporary and historical thought and wisdom.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
1) To develop a system that will more accurately trace
the Library’s collection

2) To diversify the committee’s composition

Evaluation Criteria
•

monthly review of the check-out folder

•

catalog all titles

•

publicize check-out information in newsletters,
Sunday bulletins, and email announcements from
the BUUF Office

•

To show a more diverse membership in age and/or
experiential background

•

To recruit via newsletter, Sunday bulletins, email
announcements

•

To accommodate varied meeting times

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Maintain our committee’s financial self-sustainability through used book sales

•

To install a bulletin board in the Library with lists of the latest new books and other information

•

Add new members to our committee

Responsibilities List
•

Mark and shelve books and keep the Library in order

•

Review, evaluate and select new books for purchase
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•

Operate the Book Nook on Sundays

Ministry Group Summary
We strive to make the BUUF Library a welcoming and accessible resource for our congregation. Through
fundraising and donations, the committee will evaluate, acquire, organize, and maintain the Library’s collection
with illuminating books for our Library’s patrons.

Meaningful Words List
1. Sense of purpose
2. Love of learning
3. Future mindedness
4. Teamwork
5. Exchange of ideas
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History Keepers Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Charlotte Tompkins
Committee e-mail: buuf.history@gmail.com

Vision Statement
We foster a sense in our BUUF community that our history is part of who we are now and in the future. We retain
memories in the hope that the insights they offer will serve BUUF well in our liberal religious and spiritual
journey.

Mission Statement
We are an educational committee – documenting, publishing, presenting, and displaying aspects of BUUF’s past
and present to deepen members’ and friends’ understanding of BUUF’s roots.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Publish a monthly historical article in the BUUF
Newsletter

Collection of articles

2) Document BUUF’s important events

Photos and memorial plaques

3) Publish a short history of BUUF

Published history itself

4) Create semi- annual displays of recent and
historical photographs

Photographs of displays

5) Assemble duplicate copies of valuable BUUF
scrapbooks and store those copies in off-site
locations

List of scrapbooks and their locations

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Monthly newsletter articles on BUUF’s history

•

Participation in “BUUF History Evening”

•

Displays of current and past BUUF photographs

•

Presentation of a third memorial plaque

•

Preliminary work on publishing a history
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•

Photographic record of all important BUUF events

Responsibilities List
•

Photograph all important events

•

Participate in all BUUF fairs

•

Submit articles to BUUF newsletters

•

Maintain the Memorial Plaques in cooperation with the Minister and the Program Ministry Council

Ministry Group Summary
We strive to interest BUUF members and friends in the history of our fellowship. We hope that knowledge of our
past may inform our current decisions and help shape our future.

Meaningful Words List
1. Critical thinking
2. Love of learning
3. Historical interest
4. Exchange of ideas
5. Authenticity

Vision wish list
We are researching and writing with the goal of publishing a history of our past. To accomplish this goal, we
need the cooperation of writers, proofreaders, artists, photographers and the memories of everyone who is
interested. In addition, we need many more members.
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Stewardship Strand
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Deb Eisinger and Miriam Woito
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.stewardshipstrand@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Our Vision is to create a structure that enhances a sense of purpose, belonging, and ownership.

Mission Statement
•

Implement a structure to aid in finding “landing spots” for all who wish to participate in our religious
community

•

Facilitate a culture shift at BUUF with a focus on being a growing, thriving, and welcoming congregation

•

Serve as a conduit for open communications between the stewardship ministries on our strand and the
PMC and Board

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1. Design and implement a match.com type computer
program for individuals to use in finding their
“landing spot”

Have the program up, running, publicized and working
by May 2013

2. Gather information on BUUF’s current culture and
participation information

Write a survey, administer a survey and publish the
results of the survey

3. Create a strand communication system

Establish an electronic presence using Google docs

Have an updating mechanism in place

Have dates and deadlines for committee reports and
information flow to and from the PMC

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
We have met to organize.

Responsibilities List
1. Attend PMC meetings
2. Establish and implement systems and structures to meet our vision/ mission/ goals
3. Meet as needed
4. Be responsive
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Ministry Group Summary
We have come together to create a structure that enhances a sense of purpose, belonging, and ownership at
BUUF. The structures we design and implement will help congregants find their landing spot. We will meet as
needed to accomplish our goals and responsibilities.

Meaningful Words List
1. Sense of Purpose
2. Future mindedness
3. Representative
4. Sustaining Exchange of idea
5. Conduit
6. Builders of Infrastructure

Vision wish list
•

Two computers and vestibule space for people to use the match.com type program

•

IT support for:

•

o Creating a match.com type program (internal website)
o Survey monkey
o Electronic presence using Google docs
Large TV or monitor for displaying photos of members in action
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Fellowship Connections Team
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Miriam Woito and Leslie Mille
Committee e-mail(s): buufmembership@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Our vision is to create an atmosphere where all who enter our doors feel welcome and readily find their path or
ministry as they continually integrate in to the life of the fellowship.

Mission Statement
We welcome newcomers by greeting them on Sunday morning, providing general information, answering
questions, and following up to assure all are aware of opportunities and their place in the fellowship. Our
objective is to help people find a place in the fellowship. Currently, our actions include Newcomer Greeters,
newcomer information packets, welcome chats, welcome letters, and follow up phone calls.
As people become integrated into the life of the fellowship, we provide on-going information on the many
opportunities for involvement and ministry. We offer classes leading along the path to membership and facilitate
a dialogue about the advantages, expectations, and responsibilities of membership.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Create and implement a system for tracking
attendance and integration to the fellowship, and to
determine if newcomers are finding the level of

The system in designed and implemented with success
being our ability to track newcomers and visitors, and
determine how many return and continue to attend

involvement that they desire.
2) Create a brochure that provides relevant
information about involvement in the various
committees and groups at BUUF. The brochure
must be formatted in such a way that the
information remains relevant over time and directs
people to groups, rather than individuals within a
group

The brochure is created and reviewed by each group
listed to determine accuracy and relevancy. Brochures
are given or sent to all newcomers, New UU attendees,
and made available to the entire congregation

3) Restructure the New UU class into at least two
classes. First an introduction for newcomers, and
then information about how to get involved and
finding a niche, and finally providing information
relative to the advantages, expectation, and
responsibilities of membership

Classes are created and agendas drafted. Each class is
scheduled on the master calendar at least quarterly,
with the objective that class attendance will be within
the range of four to twenty participants
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4) Recruit additional volunteer staffing for the
Newcomer Greeter carts with the objective of
having two people staff the carts before each
service. The purpose is to provide the opportunity
for one volunteer to inform newcomers of
expectations during the service and to introduce
parents and children to the RE experience.

Volunteers are recruited and trained and both carts have
at least two volunteers for each service, including
special services.

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Offered four New UU classes – 30 participants total, with 13 people joining.

•

Conducted weekly Welcome Chats to visitors after all services. We engaged members of the board and
others to take part in these sessions.

•

Weekly, sent welcoming letters to all visitors who signed our guest books.

•

Made nametags for all members and friends who requested them.

•

Produced Newcomer Packets for use by Newcomer Greeters at the carts each Sunday.

•

Worked with staff, Stewardship, and Congregational Care to refine the membership rolls.

•

Utilizing the new “My UUA” interactive web site for church leaders, maintained the UU World
circulation list.

Responsibilities List
•

Weekly letters to newcomers – using the guest book pages each week, enter newcomers into the
database and then use mail merge to create a personalized letter to each person/family. A handwritten
welcome on each letter is a nice touch. This job requires learning the database, entering data, creating
letters, and mailing. Letters should be sent early in the week so recipients have them before the next
Sunday.

•

Newcomer packets – requires making necessary copies, compiling contents, stuffing envelopes, and
placing them in the bin in the store room. Requires monitoring use of packets so that an adequate supply
is available for the greeter’s carts

•

Name tags – collect sheet from clipboard in the north vestibule, print out the tags and put them in a
holder. Place the completed tags on the table in the north vestibule. It’s nice to have the tags completed
within two weeks of the request.

•

UU World circulation list – several times each year the World circulation list needs to be updated.
Requires accessing the database and printing a current list of members to determine who gets the
magazine (only members get a complimentary subscription). Then the list is updated by signing in and
accessing the leaders section on the UUA website.
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•

Welcome chat scheduling – maintain a list of “chat leaders” for each Sunday. Ensure that there is a
designated leader each week and make reminder phone calls. The objective is to work toward doing the
chat after both services and recruiting people from the congregation to take part in the chat.

•

New UU class – the class needs to be offered three to four times each year. In addition to teaching the
class (with at least one assistant, the leader must advertise and promote the class. The class lasts
approximately eight hours and can be offered in a variety of formats (1, 2, 3, 4 sessions). Ideally, we will
build a cadre of qualified leaders so the workload can be shared throughout the year.

•

Facilitate a meeting with prospective members between Elizabeth and prospective members – part of
the path to membership is to meet with Elizabeth, to discuss the meaning and responsibility of
membership. This takes an hour or so and takes place a week or so after each New UU class. The date
must be determined based on Elizabeth’s availability.

Ministry Group Summary
Our passion is to help all who enter our doors find their mission in a way that meets their personal, spiritual,
service, or justice-seeking goals. We do this by working as a team and as individuals to make people feel
welcomed and to inform them of the many paths available to them as they enter into community with BUUF.

Meaningful Words List
1. Fellowship
2. Personal relationships
3. Sustaining
4. Enthusiasm
5. Welcoming

Vision wish list
We would like to professionalize our brochures. Currently we have three BUUF-related brochures that are
included in the Newcomer Packets and on the greeter carts. These brochures are created with a word processor
and photo copied at the fellowship. Our intent is to create full color brochures on slick paper that will show off
our fellowship for newcomers coming through our doors. Cost is dependent on the number of brochures
produced. We estimate $4-500 for a one-year supply.
We would like to give a copy of “Welcome – A Unitarian Universalist Primer” to all New UU participants as a
means to greater understanding, perhaps making it easier for people to connect. A one-year supply of 40 books
would cost $200.
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Congregational Care Team
Contact information
Committee Chairs: Kristen Cheyney and Diane Schwabe
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.cct@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Guided by compassion and generosity of spirit and in collaboration with the minister, provide emotional, perhaps
spiritual, support to members and friends in their times of stress, loss, or joy. Enhance the spirit of community
within the congregation.

Mission Statement
To enhance the emotional and spiritual wellbeing of our community we will:
•

Increase caring to increased numbers of people

•

Develop options for community members with challenges

•

Increase congregational awareness of caring available

•

Provide continuing education for CCT members

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Providing support for memorial services

Memorial services our conducted in a coordinated,
compassionate, thoughtful manner.

2) Helping with comfort food when needed

Comfort food is available to anyone who requests it

3) Maintain and monitor Food Pantry

Congregation is aware of the need for regular donations
to the food pantry and it stays adequately stocked.
Everyone feels welcome to use the food pantry when
needed.

4) Administer the Elizabeth Greene Pay it Forward
Fund (PIFF Fund)

Annual fund raising is conducted in October. Special
appeals or fund raising throughout the year are
conducted if needed. Adequate funds are available for
dire emergencies and basic needs of living
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Goals

Evaluation Criteria

5) Reach out through visits, calls, or phone
conversations to those in need due to health issues,
grief, or personal crisis. Encourage the fellowship
to participate in these activities as appropriate.
Maintain strictest confidentiality unless it has been
specifically stated that information can be shared.

Congregation feels connected and cared for. They feel
they have a place to turn to in times of need and know
that any problems shared will be held confidential

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Raised approximately $2000 for the PIFF fund. Distributed these funds to several families in need to
cover cost of medicine, food, utilities, and housing.

•

Maintained and expanded the food pantry

•

Coordinated several memorial services

•

Sent uncountable cards and messages to the ill and grieving. Encouraged the fellowship to do likewise

•

Supplied numerous meals and comfort food when requested. Reached out to many members to make
them aware of this service and encourage them to take advantage of it

•

Raised $650 in the form of Winco gift cards for those in the fellowship in need of food assistance. These
are being distributed semi-weekly through the food pantry

•

For the first time this year engaged and partnered with youth in the Senior High so that they not only
know of the services of CCT but also participate in caring

Responsibilities List
•

Providing support for memorial services

•

Prepare worship services for Congregational Care Team Sunday (coordinate with Services Committee
and Minister)

•

Helping with comfort food when needed

•

Calling/ reach out to members/friends as needed.

•

Read and understand the CCT Manual.

•

Stay current on CCT emails.

•

Attend and participate in annual Life Skills Training

•

Create or Update and Distribute CCT brochure with CCT services and members contact information

•

Participate in CCT annual retreat
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•

Provide request for assistance forms.

•

Organize and participate in Continuing Education at meetings several times a year.

•

Maintain and monitor Food Pantry

•

Administer the Elizabeth Greene Pay it Forward Fund (PIFF Fund)

•

Monthly Newsletter article.

•

Help make congregation more aware of weekly joys and sorrows and assure that the entire CCT is aware
also

•

Greet new comers after Sunday Service

•

Attend monthly meetings

Ministry Group Summary
You put together career, family, relationships, and schedule. Add a child or a pet. Both. Throw in a hobby or
two. Stitch them together with your personal history and they make YOU! Sometimes delicate threads weaken,
fray, or break. Stress, tension, and trauma can unravel your patchwork. The BUUF Congregational Care Team is
here to help. We are a group of non-professionals who provide compassionate care to members and friends of
this fellowship.

Meaningful Words List
Fellowship, Personal Relationships, Nurturing, Service, Compassion, Presence

Vision wish list
•

More outside training opportunities for members

•

Expanded Pantry

•

More funds for PIFF

•

Funding for peer counseling training for senior high including interfaith work
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Festivities Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Karen Raese and Wanda Jennings
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.festivities@gmail.com

Vision Statement
To provide a regularly scheduled opportunity for all to share a meal and fellowship in a fun, inclusive
environment

Mission Statement
Host regular potlucks and varied activities following a familiar and welcoming format that encourages a wide
variety and number of members and friends – old comers and new comers – to participate.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
1) Host Saturday night potlucks during program year
and Sunday noon potlucks during summer services

Evaluation Criteria
One per month

2) Obtain a sponsoring committee to assist with 75% of
Saturday potlucks
3) Increase overall attendance
4) Reach out to families with children and youth and
increase participation of this demographic
5) Include one “alternative” worship

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Hosted a wide variety of activities in conjunction with monthly Saturday night potlucks during program
year.

•

Facilitated and coordinated partnership with “sponsoring” committees that assisted with set up and clean
up responsibilities. Beginning to establish “regular” programs that have wide appeal.

•

Encouraged people to bring food that allows for people with specific diets -i.e. vegan, vegetarian, gluten
free, etc.

Responsibilities List
•

Advertise and host BUUF wide potlucks
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•

Plan and coordinate varied activities for all ages

•

Facilitate set up and clean up

•

Coordinate children’s activities

Festivities Summary
The festivities committee provides a regular way for members and friends to gather to break bread together while
getting to know each other, enjoying each other’s company and creating connections.

Meaningful Words List
•

Fellowship

•

Personal relationships

•

Intergenerational

•

Breaking bread together

•

Fun

Vision wish list
We’d love to have 15-20 5 ft round tables to facilitate better community and conversation.
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Our Home Strand
Interior Design Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Nancy Harms
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.interiors@gmail.com

Vision Statement
To ensure that Boise Unitarian Universalist Fellowship’s communal interior space provides a warm and
welcoming environment for current and future members, friends, and visitors.

Mission Statement
Act as a liaison with BUUF’s custodian and maintain the custodial contract.
Provide tools, materials, and instructions for volunteers to help maintain the building (work parties).
Collaborate on esthetic decisions (paint colors, new art work, placement of art work, use of existing art work,
etc.).
Ensure that functional pieces complement the visual and design elements.
Select and place art work, decorations, furnishings, plants, signs, window treatments, etc. in the public areas of
the fellowship.
Select any paint or finishing of interior space.
Recommend esthetic repairs and/or improvements to the Building and Grounds committee.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) Work with BUUF QUUilters to make a banner for
the chancel area.

One seasonal banner will be created by the end of fiscal
12/13.

2) Plan two work parties (early spring and late
summer)

Active involvement of the community (at least 20
volunteers at each work party)
Accomplish all items on work party plan

3) Renew the Cleaning Contract with Boise Building
Care. Add outdoor rugs to be vacuumed.

Building is kept clean without a hiccup.

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
Purchased material for seasonal banner for sanctuary
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--Organized two work parties for clean up and minor repairs
--Renewed custodial contract
--Worked closely with custodial contractor
--Identified and collaborated with building and grounds regarding necessary repairs to BUUF’s public spaces

Responsibilities List
Custodial contract
Liaison with committees and members regarding esthetic decisions and decisions involving the use of interior
space
Coordinate with Building and Grounds
Coordinate with Bridge Events Center
Coordinate with landscape

Meaningful Words List
Welcoming, Future Mindedness, Appreciation of Beauty and Excellence, Sustaining, Creativity, Cleanliness

Vision wish list
Need a new rug in the Nursery. (around $600.00)
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Landscape Committee
Contact information
Committee Chairs: Mary Schwartzman, Patrick Schow, and Jolene Schow
Committee e-mail: buuf.landscape@gmail.com

Vision Statement
•

Create a landscape in harmony with the spirit of community that is the BUUF essence and in harmony
with the climate and soils of the arid Boise environment.

•

Invite, encourage and assist members and friends of the Fellowship to be the creators and curators of the
landscape.

•

Preserve the unique spiritual qualities of this site while continuing to use our Building and Grounds to
make money for BUUF through the Bridge Event Center (BEC).

•

Develop a leadership structure that divides the administrative load, reduces burn out and provides for
ongoing consistency and institutional memory.

Mission Statement
•

Focus on “maintenance” as our top priority for time & energy.

•

Continue to reduce maintenance requirements while maintaining public appeal.

•

Be a demonstration to the community for drought tolerant plants.

•

Strive for universal accessibility to all areas on the grounds.

•

Move from a Committee Meeting Model to a Task/Administrative Model.

•

Develop an “administrative system” and adequate budget to maintain the grounds.

•

Prepare to replace an aging leadership pool.

•

Encourage BUUF towards the long term goal of a Building & Grounds Staff position who works with
volunteers.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria
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Goals
1) Train & supervise a paid labor pool which can also
train & work with volunteers. Start helping
Schows with labor in Jeremiah’s Adventure
Garden.
Increase our paid labor budget by $1,300/yr.
Increase our Operations Budget by $100/year to
cover increase in gas and trips to the landfill.

2) Recruit, train and coordinate BUUF’s landscape
volunteer labor pool.

Evaluation Criteria
Success:
We currently have two knowledgeable & independent
contract gardeners and an irrigation professional who
know our site & irrigation system. Our gardeners are
working with BUUF volunteers at Work Parties &
Adopt-A-Place. They are emphatic that the job
couldn’t be done without our wonderful volunteers.
Need:
We hope the Finance Committee will be able to
appropriate more money to adequately maintain this
beautiful site.
Success: (as of 4/23/12)
Current committed volunteers:
14 Adopt-A-Place Volunteers
10 Work Party Volunteers once/mo.
3 Mowers once/wk. (need to more)
1 Weed Whacker once/wk.
Need:
More mowers & volunteers for Jeremiah’s Adventure
Garden.

3) Identify, develop and train new leadership in order
to replace an aging leadership pool

Will find & train volunteers who are interested in
administration

4) Finish the immediate emergency work & Long
Range planning for maintenance of The Grove and
all trees and shrubs on site. Work will be spread
over the next few years.

Success:
A one-time Special Appeals donation of over $5,000
was received from the Fellowship for The Grove, tree
& shrub project. Paul Schlobohm is Project Manager

5) Divide the Landscape administrative jobs into
smaller pieces to make it more manageable and
avoid burn out.

Co-Chairs: Mary Schwartzman & Jolene Schow
Head Gardner: Barb Alexander
Work Parties: Mary Anne Hedrich

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Mary Anne Hedrich has made Work Parties a great success with high morale, attendance of 10 to 12
volunteers, food and socialization afterwards.

•

Our landscape has never looked better! We have an excellent paid labor pool that carries the main load
and trains & works with volunteers.
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•

BUUF’S grounds are the main attraction for special events to our site through the Bridge Event Center
(which generated $6,000 to the general budget last year). In addition, large numbers of people from the
outside community are now enjoying our grounds and are aware of BUUF.

•

Sadly we have burned out three wonderful Landscape Chairman, Mary Anne Hedrich & Bill & Peggy
Pulley but through organizational restructure and more paid labor we hope to prevent this from happening
again in the future.

Responsibilities List
•

Train & supervise PAID LABOR

•

Train & coordinate VOLUNTEER LABOR

•

Contribute labor to JEREMIAH’S ADVENTURE GARDEN (JAG)

•

Maintain IRRIGATION/EQUIPMENT/THE GROVE/PLANTINGS

•

Continue to do LONG TERM PLANNING

•

Evaluate & supervise SPECIAL PROJECTS (Currently “On Hold” due to lack of time, energy & money.)

Ministry Group Summary
We all know that gardens and gardening can be healing both physically and spiritually. These grounds have
always been magical! Even when we first moved here in 1998 we called it the “pastoral pasture”. Visitors are
blown away.
Whether you do the work or simply enjoy being here, your heart is touched ….. and better yet we are now
sharing it with the outside community.
That is ministry.

Meaningful Words List
Spirituality, Appreciation of beauty and excellence, Sustaining, Connectedness, Legacy
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Justice Outreach Branch
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Cathy Sherman & Debra Smith
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.justice.outreach@gmail.com

Vision Statement
We believe social justice work is a natural outgrowth of a healthy, nurturing church community as we seek to act
out our Seven UU Principles in the world. We believe that social justice work should be reciprocal, and based on
honored and dignified relationships in order that the good work be enduring, sustainable, and transformative for
all involved.

Mission Statement
Our mission, in conjunction with our minister, is to nurture our identity as a social justice congregation. We will
affect this by
•

engaging the congregation with opportunities to do meaningful justice work (systemic change) and mercy
work (service)

•

partnering with religious and social service and advocacy groups to magnify our impact

•

expanding, deliberately and strategically, the range of social justice initiatives

•

reflecting and evaluating our endeavors

so that the fellowship keeps faith with its stated mission to "practice justice...as a congregation."

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
3 consecutive evening brainstorming sessions to inform congregants about the existing initiatives, and getting
information about interest areas, and recruiting leadership for the Branch.

Vision wish list
Social Justice coordinator
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Hunger/Food Supply Task Force
Contact information
Committee Chair(s): Rick Groff and Sheila Ames
Committee e-mail(s): buuf.food.tf@gmail.com

Vision Statement
Work towards the eradication of hunger in Idaho.

Mission Statement
Work together with local organizations that are concerned with hunger/food supply issues, and advocate for longterm solutions to hunger in Idaho.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals
1) Adopt advocacy goals of IIRAH and support them as
deemed appropriate by the committee.

Evaluation Criteria
Increase number of Take Five events we hold to three.
Link with congregations out of area to advocate for
hunger/food supply issues.

2) Facilitate or nurture a higher level of food awareness
and independence among the people we hope to serve.

How many people participated in the lunch program at
Boys and Girls Club?

3) Build enthusiasm within the congregation for the
social justice mission

Adopt a Sunday meal preparation for the Interfaith
homeless shelter at the King of Glory Lutheran church.
How much funding was raised for the Whittier
Backpack program?

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
•

Money raised for the Idaho Foodbank’s Backpack program

•

Supported the Capitol City Market’s EBT program

Responsibilities List
•

Fundraising for the Idaho Foodbank’s Backpack program at Whittier school

•

Coordinate staffing for the EBT machine at the Capital City Market

•

Advocacy for the hungry by urging the Idaho State Legislature to create programs for feed the hungry and
making them available with the least restriction.

•

Organizing volunteers for Idaho Food bank work parties
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Meaningful Words List
1. Sense of purpose
2. Generosity
3. Teamwork
4. Sustaining
5. Diligence

Vision wish list
•

A social justice outreach coordinator.

•

Community garden on the Chelan property.

•

Commercial kitchen for BUUF.
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Partner Church Committee
Contact information
Committee Chair: Gwyn Reid
Committee e-mail: buuf.partnerchurch@gmail.com

Vision Statement
The partner church committee sustains our global partnership with the congregation of the Unitarian church in
Mészkő, Transylvania, promoting international awareness, human rights, and a better world. We will challenge
ourselves theologically and open ourselves to transformational experiences.

Mission Statement
•

We will maintain ongoing communication between BUUF and Mészkő.

•

We will support and maintain the Boise/Mészkő scholarship program.

•

We will provide opportunities to celebrate our Transylvanian Unitarian heritage.

•

We will provide thought provoking and creative educational programs.

•

We will encourage and facilitate travel opportunities between Boise and Mészkő.

Goals for 2012 – 2013
Goals

Evaluation Criteria

1) We will offer two adult religious education classes.
Participation will increase from previous year.

Class will be deemed successful based on positive
feedback from participants.

2) We will provide scholarships at least at the current
level and raise sufficient funds to provide seed
money for future scholarships.

[not filled in]

3) We will provide information in the BUUF news
regarding travel opportunities and sponsor an
informative Q & A session regarding expectations
for traveling to Transylvania -- class to be held in
the late fall.

Goal is to have some participants commit to traveling
to Mészkő in the summer of 2013.

4) Partner Church Service - The annual partner church
service in January will be well planned and
inspiring.

Attendance will be higher than previous year. We will
receive positive comments from the congregation.
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Goals
5) We will plan and hold a celebration of our
partnership that is affordable and multigenerational.

Evaluation Criteria
Participation will be higher than at 2012 Fesztival.
More children and youth will be in attendance.

6) We will celebrate the 20th anniversary of our
partnership at our annual bridge ceremony. Ideally
both congregations will be able to participate
(simultaneously if possible).

Goals and Accomplishments for 2011-12
1) Classes - We held a successful class on egg dyeing and chimney bread making. Unfortunately the
cooking class planned for May did not have sign ups, so was cancelled. :(
2) Along with the congregation of Mészkő we created the Boise/Mészkő scholarship program, and provided
partial scholarships to the first four students.
3) We coordinated the annual Partner Church Worship service featuring Tom von Alten and Jeanette Ross
sharing their experiences from last August's travel to Transylvania as part of a UU choir.
4) We held the third Fesztival banquet on April 28. The event was well received, but attendance was down
from the previous year. We have not yet conducted an evaluation of this event.
5) The Mészkő congregation demolished their inadequate community building and have worked together to
build a new building to meet the needs of their congregation for many years to come.
6) The celebration of the 19th anniversary of our partnership is planned for the first Sunday in June.

Meaningful Words List
1. Fellowship
2. Historical Interest
3. Openness to Experience
4. Enthusiasm
5. Future Mindedness

Vision wish list
Subsidies for the Scholarship Fund
Subsidizing Adult travel
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